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Elephants, identity and abstraction:  
The winner of the 2018 Wolfgang Hahn Prize reveals the  

objects and ideas that have shaped her thinking

my Influences

Haegue Yang
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What remained overlooked was Yun’s music. The end 
of the 1950s was a revolutionary period in contemporary 
music, with composers such as Béla Bartók, Karlheinz 
Stockhausen and Igor Stravinsky creating what we now 
refer to as neue Musik (new music). Arnold Schönberg’s 
12-tone technique gave music a completely new mathe-
matical template for organizing Western musical tonality. 
Composers working after Schönberg had either to accept, 
question or reject the 12-tone technique. Having studied 
this approach, Yun returned to traditional Asian tonali-
ties. Many of his instrumental methods were unusual and 
extremely difficult to play, such as his use of glissando, 
vibrato, portamento and pizzicato. Unlike in 12-tone com-
position, there are melodies in Yun’s pieces; the way tones 
are performed is much more elastic – never a ‘pure’ G or F, 
but a sound that swells then recedes over a main note.

Most people cannot imagine what it means to be a non-
Westerner working in contemporary art. In Korea, art was 
traditionally never separated from philosophy, scholarship 
or governance; ‘contemporary art’ is a modern affixation. 
Yun’s musical trajectory did not recognize the ideologi-
cally drawn borders between North and South or East and 
West. He was geographically liberated via a detour that 
progressed toward neue Musik then returned to his lost 
tradition. Drawing on his experience as a Korean par-
tially trained in Japan who migrated West, Yun integrated 
art and philosophy in a way that enabled him to return 
to the place from which he had been exiled. I find Yun’s 
unfulfilled return incredibly significant, not just for the 
political implication of his resistance and the yearning for 
democracy in South Korea, but also for the possible con-
nection with silences and isolations in the lives of other 
historical figures.

As a result of the postwar partitioning of both Germany  
and Korea, interesting political parallels can be drawn 
between these two seemingly different cultures. It was 
after travelling to North Korea in 1963, to realize his long-
standing desire to see the Gangseo royal tomb murals of 
the Goguryeo Dynasty (37 BCE–668 CE), that Yun was 
accused of espionage. Composed during his imprison-
ment, ‘Images for flute, oboe, violin and violoncello’ 
(1968) was based on the paintings of four animals on the 
tomb walls: the white tiger, blue dragon, black tortoise and 

opposite page 

Haegue Yang,  
The Intermediate – 
Running Firecracker, 2016, 
artificial straw, steel 
stand, powder coating, 
casters, plastic twine, 
brass-plated bells, 
copper-plated bells, 
1.6 × 1.2 × 1.2 m. 
Courtesy: Galerie 
Barbara Wein, Berlin; 
photograph: Studio 
Haegue Yang

this page 

East and west wall 
murals from the main 
chamber of the Goguryeo 
Tombs, depicting a blue 
dragon and white tiger, 
5th century CE. 
Courtesy: Sakyejul 
Publishing Ltd.

Vast Venetian blinds, exhaust fans on loop and clinking bells 
recur in Haegue Yang’s sculptures, prints and installations: 
half-living talismans that solder industrial precision with the 
involvement of craft. Yang admires weaving as much for its 
tousled inefficiency as for its enjambment of the natural and the 
human-made. Artificial straw seems folkloric and totemic, but 
Yang uses it to probe questions of formatting and encoding: the 
ascription and sharing of values in communities, art historical 
and cultural traditions, for example; or the fraught fictions of 
abstraction and identification, east and west, social engagement 
and hermetic objection.

Always moving between these oppositions, Yang’s abstractions  
are fricative. Yet, they dissemble a third layer, too, which is all the 
more inscrutable: difficult lives from art history, literature and 
politics in which the artist is steeped but which are rarely iden-
tifiable in the final work. They phrase questions that are all the 
more relevant today: can we separate the work from the figure? 
Can they ever be united? Yang’s influences are doubly defiant: 
nearly restrained from legibility, these figures resurface still, like 
silent ghosts haunting stories untold.

I often return to the agonizing, yet compelling, lives of 
artists whose biographies reveal an oscillation between 
their engagement in art and politics. As I see it, artists 
relate to their moment as though they are surfing a wave, 
up and down. Often, their engagement isolates them, 
though they might only realize this at the crest of the wave. 
Attention to their political achievements can lead to the 
simplification and reduction of their art; when their art is 
understood, their social or political work is obscured or di-
luted. While my own art does not contain traceable facets of 
such histories, an unlearning or blurring of these figures 
and their narratives has emerged over time, crafted and 
resolved into a dimension of abstraction.

Born in Sancheong, Korea, in 1917, the composer Isang 
Yun came to West Germany in 1957. Before his relocation, 
he lived through considerable political and ideological tur-
moil during the Japanese colonial period (1910–45), which 
saw the occupation of Korea, and the Korean War (1950–53). 
During this time, Yun was active in the Korean independ-
ence movement of armed resistance. He composed songs 
in Korean, which was forbidden at the time, leading to 
his arrest. He also founded and ran an institution for war 
orphans, contracting tuberculosis in the process.

In Europe, Yun quickly received recognition for his 
musical accomplishments. Yet here, too, he experienced 
another period of political turbulence. During the East 
Berlin Incident of 1967, he was kidnapped by the South 
Korean secret police and accused of spying for North Korea. 
His wife was arrested, together with hundreds of other 
Korean artists and intellectuals. As one of the most promi-
nent among the accused, he was tortured, forced to confess 
and, following a suicide attempt, ultimately charged with 
the death penalty. After an international petition called for 
his release, Yun was freed and obtained German citizenship 
for his own security. He never returned to his homeland. 
In fact, Yun was only politically rehabilitated in Korea af-
ter his death. Now, public perception of Yun has changed: 
he is seen as a figure of political suppression and exile, and 
as a member of the resistance abroad against the country’s 
military dictatorship. 
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red phoenix. Each animal represents a cardinal direction, 
but the funny thing is that they closely resemble one 
another. I admire Yun’s vision and spirit to ‘feel’ these 
mystical animals, simultaneously distinctive yet similar, 
not unlike his divided homelands.

Historical narratives overlap with personal ones in 
the most unlikely of ways. When the oil crisis hit Korea 
in 1973, many Koreans who had operated as mercenaries 
alongside US forces in Vietnam looked to the Middle East 
and North Africa for construction jobs. The Korean gov-
ernment was eager to accumulate foreign reserves to help 
rebuild the country after the severe destruction caused by 
Japanese imperialism and the Korean War, as well as to 
secure energy supplies. Consequently, many of my genera-
tion grew up deprived of any contact with our fathers and 
uncles, who were working abroad. 

This process isolated people from their families and 
caused entire generations to fall into silence. These social 
forces were dissimulated: played off as ‘personal’ decisions. 
In the regions to which they emigrated, these many 
hus bands, brothers, uncles and fathers left few officially 
documented traces. But the massive infrastructure resulting 
from their labours endures: vast ports, factories, highways, 
hospitals and schools built from concrete. In this way, regions 
are unexpectedly connected yet remain disconnected, since 
this history is rarely discussed or disputed.

I remember my own father’s absence. He worked as 
a journalist for the Dong-a Ilbo newspaper. When report-
ers occupied the company in 1974 to publish a newspaper 
free of censorship, it developed into a movement for free-
dom of speech, with those involved consequently fired and 
imprisoned. If you were arrested or imprisoned during the 
military dictatorship in Korea, you received a ‘red line’ on 
your ID, which disadvantaged you and your entire family; 
you couldn’t get a job and no one was allowed to help you. To 
support our family, my father left for the Middle East and 
Africa and stayed for a long time. It was only after the June 
Struggle of 1987 that South Korea turned to democracy, 
finally electing a president in 1992. When the men came 
back to Seoul after the Middle Eastern boom, their experi-
ences remained unspoken, as they had after the Vietnam 
War. Subsequent social developments created a lasting 
silence: even without systematic suppression, some narra-
tives remain untold or unacknowledged.

 When I went to Sharjah in 2015, I met other such 
fathers and uncles – no longer Korean but Pakistani, 
Bangladeshi, Filipino and Indian. Most of the work-
ers I spoke to hadn’t seen their families for years. Labour 
migration is a known fact but infrequently discussed. 
Instead of asking my father why he stayed so long, even 
after Korea’s democratization, I studied the period to gain 
my own understanding of it. This was my personal effort 
to honour not only my father’s silence but that of all the 
men who migrated for work. I wanted their silence to reach 
a dimension of opacity: a right to remain unknown. My 
project for the Sharjah Biennial, An Opaque Wind (2015), 
was an attempt to render this silence as dignified. This 
silence and isolation is an act of obscuring and resist-
ing liberal ideas of transparency and mere equivalence. 

this page 

Haegue Yang, Dry Spell  
at Villeperdue, 2016, straw 
basket, wooden tripod, 
iron stove, artificial  
plants, mahogany 
seedpods, lotus seedpods, 
suicide tree seeds, pine 
cones, 225 × 103 × 91 cm. 
Courtesy: Galerie Barbara 
Wien, Berlin

opposite page

Haegue Yang, Lingering Nous, 
2016, installation view at 
Centre Pompidou, Paris. 
Courtesy: Centre Pompidou, 
Paris; photograph: 
Florian Kleinefenn

“Most people cannot imagine 
what it means to be a non-Westerner 

working in contemporary art.”
 
Abstraction enables me to work through individual and 
collective narratives across history in a non-linear or elas-
tic manner. Coming across elephants in various sources 
over time helped me to establish the animal as a metaphor 
for that abstraction. For instance, according to one theory, 
the Chinese character for ‘elephant’ (象) derives from the 
shape of the animal’s bones. Yet, it is probable that few 
people had ever even seen an elephant, particularly given 
that their existence in China has been contested. In mod-
ern Chinese, when you combine the symbol for ‘person’ (亻) 
with that for ‘elephant’ (像), the resulting character signi-
fies ‘image’ or ‘motif’ (像). The symbol seems to describe, 
then, a human imagining an animal they’ve never seen. It’s 
come to represent, for me, this discrepancy between seen 
and unseen.

In his essay ‘Shooting an Elephant’ (1936), George 
Orwell describes his days in Burma as a British policeman. 
It includes a moment of identification in which the narra-
tor, Orwell, feels within him the pain of an elephant he is 
forced to kill to prove his status in front of a gathered crowd. 
The hostile power struggle between humans is articulated 
by the act of killing an animal that has no relationship to 
the humans concerned. The creature’s irrelevance, or inde-
pendence, represents artistic or individual consciousness. 
The elephant stands between the colonizer and the colo-
nized: a figure of isolation that must be killed to define the 
distance between both parties. Yet the Westerner, affected 
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Haegue Yang is an artist based in Berlin, Germany, and Seoul, South 
Korea. She is professor of fine arts at the Städelschule, Frankfurt, 
Germany, and recipient of the 2018 Wolfgang Hahn Prize. Her solo exhibi-
tions include: Kunsthaus Graz, Austria (until 2 April); KINDL Centre 
for Contemporary Art, Berlin (until 13 May); kurimanzutto, Mexico City, 
Mexico; and Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris, France (both 2017). ‘ETA’, 
a comprehensive survey of her work, opens at Museum Ludwig, Cologne, 
Germany, on 18 April. Yang will participate in the Biennale of Sydney, 
Australia, in March and the Liverpool Biennial, UK, in July.

by colonial history, reaches the point where they have to kill 
their own elephant: the defiant autonomy of abstraction. 
 Though of Lithuanian descent, Romain Gary, who lived 
roughly contemporaneously to Yun, is the only French writ-
er to have won the Prix Goncourt twice: once under his own 
name and once under the pseudonym Émile Ajar, which 
he adopted in 1975. His dual identity was only discovered 
through the note he left when he committed suicide in 1980. 
The letter also stated that his death was unrelated to that of 
his wife, the American actress Jean Seberg, who had been 
found dead – most likely having also committed suicide – 
a year before. Toward the end of his life, the whole world was 
seeking to discover Ajar’s true identity while Gary himself 
was regarded as little more than a has-been.

Gary had served as an aviator in the French Air Force, as 
secretary of the French Delegation to the UN, and as a diplo-
mat in Los Angeles in 1956, representing France as a consul 
general. He was an extremely glamorous figure but also an 
intensely mysterious and lonely man, who seemingly never 
found his true home. In his semi-autobiographical book, La 
Promesse de l’aube (Promise at Dawn, 1960), Gary describes 
his upbringing and how his identity as a French writer was 
the realization of his mother’s great ambitions, although her 
immense love for him was almost suffocating. In addition 
to appropriating the pseudonym Ajar, he revealed that his 
childhood surname had not, in fact, been Gary but Kacew, 
which was his stepfather’s name. (He had never known his 
biological father.) His continual rebellion against the identi-
ty given to him confirms, for me, that we view names as a way 
to evaluate and classify someone in society. Even literature 
is limited in its grasp of the existential struggle of identity.

Returning to the topic of the elephant: in Gary’s Les 
Racines du ciel (The Roots of Heaven, 1956), the book’s pro-
tagonist, Morel, appears out of the blue in French Equatorial 
Africa during the civil war: a period of violence in which the 
indigenous people fought for their independence from the 
colonizers, yet also fought among themselves. Elephants 
were killed to raise money for arms. As in Orwell’s story, the 
elephant was a sacrifice for human hostility.

The most poignant episode in the book describes 
Morel’s experience in a concentration camp prior to his 
arrival in Africa. Exposed to inhumane conditions, a fellow 
internee proposes that they play a game – imagining 
a woman is incarcerated with them – in order to stay sane. 
The fictional presence of the woman encourages them 
to maintain their dignity and, consequently, to survive. 
A German officer discovers their ruse, however, and orders 
the prisoners to imagine killing the woman, thereby 
ending the game. Morel then devises a new survival strat-
egy, imagining not a woman but a herd of stampeding 
elephants sweeping away the inhumanity. He vows that, if 
he survives, he will devote his life to these animals. This 
reference feeds into the first: elephants may save humans, 
but humans do not save elephants. In this moment of 
existential crisis, the action of the imagination becomes 
amplified. For me, this power of amplification is abstrac-
tion. Abstraction is not a reductionist or simplified way of 
thinking: it’s a leap – a leap into a dimension that cannot 
otherwise be understood B

above

Romain Gary, 1953. 
Courtesy: 
Magnum Photos; 
photograph: 
Philippe Halsman

“Abstraction is not  
a reductionist or simplified way  

of thinking: it’s a leap.”
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HAEGUE YANG makes spatial 
statements with Venetian blinds.

Blind 
Date

Words 

ANNA SANSOM
Portraits 

DANIEL HOFER
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Sansom, Anna. « Blind Date. Haegue Yang makes spatial statements with Venetian blinds », Frame, N°115, March – April, 2017.

DIVIDING HER TIME BETWEEN Seoul and 
Berlin, Haegue Yang makes conceptual work 
using everyday materials, which she employs 
in abstract and subtly narrative ways. The 
results range from compositions featuring 
envelope security patterns to sculptures built 
around products like clothing racks. The 
45-year-old artist has made sculptures  
and installations out of Venetian blinds  
since 2006.

 You first used Venetian blinds in 
Series of Vulnerable Arrangements –  
Version Utrecht, your multisensory instal-
lation from 2006. How did your interest 
in blinds develop? HAEGUE YANG: That 
installation was a mute sensorial field, 
composed of devices such as lights and 
scent emitters that were juxtaposed with a 
‘voice’ from video essays in the same space, 
which was demarcated by Venetian blinds. 
The obliqueness of the blinds achieved an 
ambivalence of being comfortingly separated 
yet sufficiently connected. This discovery 
informed my next piece, Series of Vulnerable 
Arrangements – Blind Room, also from 2006. 
Guided by the blinds, one wandered into a 

field of light/shadow, wind, heat, humidity 
and smells, the mind strolling in associative 
memories. Although the contemplation of 
senses occurred individually, visitors were 
bound to one another through a shared 
experience of fragmentation and separation.

 How has using Venetian blinds 
helped you to think about space and 
architectural volume? My 2008 installa-
tion, Mountains of Encounter, marked the 
first shift from narration to abstraction. The 
spiral layout of vibrant red Venetian blinds 
sloping at different angles portrayed the 
mountainous landscape of Yan’an, China, 
where Korean underground revolutionary 
Kim San had an unlikely encounter with 
American journalist Helen Foster Snow in 
the 1930s, leading to her biography about 
him. The hypnotizing choreography of  
four moving lights sharply cut the blinds’ 
surface, while white circles and two strong 
floodlights in the spiral’s centre dimmed  
and brightened. As lights and blinds 
intensely confronted each other, heroic  
and universal qualities of this encounter 
penetrated across history. »

‘I felt liberated 
by Sol LeWitt’s 

approach to 
his work’

Sol LeWitt Upside Down – Structure with 
Three Towers, Expanded 23 Times (2015) 
exemplifies Haegue Yang’s fascination with 
the work of Sol LeWitt, whose Structure 
with Three Towers (1986) she expanded and 
reverted using layers of blinds. 
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Sansom, Anna. « Blind Date. Haegue Yang makes spatial statements with Venetian blinds », Frame, N°115, March – April, 2017.

‘Mountains of Encounter (2008) 
marked the first shift from narration 
to abstraction,’ says Haegue Yang of 
her installation – a spiral of vibrant 
red Venetian blinds – for international 
group exhibition Wessen Geschichte 
[Whose (His)Story], held at the 
Kunstverein in Hamburg, Germany.
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‘The obliqueness 
of blinds can 
achieve an 

ambivalence 
of being 

comfortingly 
separated yet 

sufficiently 
connected’
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Home at last.

FLEXFORM
www.flexform.it

GROUNDPIECE
SECTIONAL SOFA

design by 
Antonio Citterio
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 Your installations seem to be 
inspired by figures from literature, their 
politics and passions. How do Venetian 
blinds enable you to develop an abstract 
narrative? One example is Lethal Love from 
2008, which lingered on the intense com-
panionship and tragic end in the story of 
Petra Kelly, founding member of the German 
Green Party, and Gert Bastian, former German 
general and peace-movement hero. [In 1992, 
Bastian apparently shot Kelly dead in her 
sleep before killing himself.] The installation 
activated an experimental template to explore 
their narrative, using materials suggestive of 
what happened, such as gunmetal-coloured 
Venetian blinds, smells of wildflowers and 
gunpowder, and an extreme reflection of 
blinding light. The viewer, however, remained 
more or less blind to the concrete narrative, 
which is my goal in achieving abstraction. 
For me, abstraction gives value to narratives 
that appear within and around us without 
constituting its own limits.

 How important is it that visitors 
understand the meaning behind the piece? 
It’s not very important – more of an option 
than an obligation for the viewer. Although  
I don’t want to give up learning about histori-

cal figures, the work and the audience should 
be free from my eagerness to dive into those 
stories. I’d rather invite the audience to enter 
a visual and spatial field that has a somewhat 
abstruse articulation than one that produces 
an obvious meaning.

 Other pieces reference 20th-century 
art, such as Sol LeWitt’s geometric white 
structures. What triggered this aspect of 
your work? I felt liberated by Sol LeWitt’s 
approach to works such as his modular struc-
tures and by his statement: ‘Conceptual artists 
are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap 
to conclusions that logic cannot reach.’ The 
primary translation mechanism of my piece 
from 2015, Sol LeWitt Upside Down – Struc-
ture with Three Towers, Expanded 23 Times, 
is an expansion and inversion of LeWitt’s 
1986 Structure with Three Towers. The work 
becomes progressively opaque as the layers 
of blinds accumulate, while the shallow areas 
maintain their transparency.

 How does playing with transpar-
ency and opacity relate to Korea’s modern 
history? Experiencing modern Korean 
history, with its long and brutal military 
dictatorship – a dominance of state-led 

economic development and the sacrifice of 
freedom of speech and democratic values 
– made me conscious of the authoritarian 
abuse of power. I wish not only to remember 
but to render official history in a subjective 
way, so that it doesn’t become knowledge to 
be learned.

 You often choose what have been 
called ‘indescribable, uncategorizable 
colours’, such as the iridescent green and 
pink in Lingering Nous, exhibited at the 
Centre Pompidou in 2016. What are your 
criteria for choosing colours? Each colour 
in Lingering Nous (Frame 113, p. 148) relates  
to a specific angle defined by my own octago-
nal connector system and echoes the primary 
colour scheme of the Centre Pompidou’s 
building services, such as ventilation and 
electricity.

 What are you working on now?  
A solo exhibition at the Geffen Contemporary 
in Los Angeles, part of the city’s Museum of 
Contemporary Art. Scheduled to open in June 
2019, the show will encompass works from 
1994 to the present, including major installa-
tions featuring Venetian blinds. ●
heikejung.de

‘Viewers remain blind to 
the concrete narrative, 

which is my goal in 
achieving abstraction’

South Korean artist Haegue Yang is 
known for using mundane objects in 
her installations, such as the Venetian 
blinds that have been a recurring 
motif in her work since 2006.
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« My favourite artwork - Haegue Yang », Arte Creative, March 5, 2017. 
http://creative.arte.tv/fr/episode/my-favourite-artwork-haegue-yang?language=en
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« Haegue Yang X Aïshti by the sea », Aïshti Blog, December 7, 2016.
http://aishtiblog.com/haegue-yang-x-aishti-by-the-sea-installation/
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Claire Voon, ‘‘At the Montreal Biennial, Lessons in How to Look,’’ Hyperallergic, 07/11/2016, http://hyperallergic.com/332278/at-the-montreal-bien-
nial-lessons-in-how-to-look/
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‘‘Biennale of Montreal, Communicating Vessels,’’ Art Premium, Fall 2016, http://www.artpremium.com/montreal-biennale-communica-
ting-vessels/
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Karine Monie, ‘‘Bienal de arte de Montreal,’’ Architectural Digest Mexico, 28/10/2016, http://www.admexico.mx/estilo-de-vida/editors-pick/
articulos/bienal-de-arte-de-montreal-2016/2500
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FRAME, November 13.
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Wee, Darryl. “Haegue Yang Opens New Installation at Centre Pompidou”. Blouin Art Info, July 7, 2016.

http://enfr.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/1448590/haegue-yang-opens-new-installation-at-centre-pompidou

View of Haegue Yang’s installation at the Forum of the Centre Pompidou
(Courtesy Bo Young Song)

2016 has been a productive year for Haegue Yang. Following her solo exhibition “Quasi-Pagan Minimal” 
that opened at the Hamburger Kunsthalle in April, a much-feted showcase at Art Basel Unlimited in June, 
and another exhibition at the Serralves Museum in Porto, Yang has just unveiled an ambitious site-specific 
installation in the Forum of the Centre Pompidou in Paris.

Entitled “Lingering Nous,” Yang’s new work is an installation that could easily have been overwhelmed by 
the cavernous scale of the space, which extends over three levels. By turns ethereal in its semi-translucency 
and varied in the degree of extension and color exhibited by each set of Venetian blinds, the work nonetheless 
adheres to a strict formal logic.  
 

“At first glance, the installation looks quite expressive, freed of any constraint,” curator Nicolas Liucci-
Goutnikov tells ARTINFO. “But if you look more carefully, you realize that Haegue has set up a series of 

Haegue Yang Opens New Installation at Centre 
Pompidou
BY Darryl Wee | July 07, 2016
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strict rules, to which she always submits herself delightfully.”

“A grid determines the system by which the blinds are hung, which in turn determines the colors of the 
blinds, which she has chosen beforehand from an industrial catalog,” he adds. “The whole is then rawly 
illuminated by lights placed within the structure itself, as well as around it. The result, for me, is a radiant 
beauty.”

“Lingering Nous” is the latest addition to Yang’s “Sol LeWitt” series, which she has been working on ever 
since her exhibition “Shooting the Elephant 象 Thinking the Elephant” at the Leeum, Samsung Museum of 
Art in Seoul last year.

“The 12 or so installations in the Sol LeWitt series are characterized by their modular systems, which led 
Haegue to propose very dense and compact installations that prevent our gaze from seeing through them,” 
notes Liucci-Goutnikov.

“With ‘Lingering Nous,’ I feel that Haegue has reached a breakthrough in the context of this series, thanks 
to its green and pink hues, its sparse and articulated installation, and ‘butterfly’ shapes.”

For Liucci-Goutnikov, Yang’s mastery of such an innocuous and seemingly mundane material as Venetian 
blinds points toward a more general flair for “working with utilitarian objects, by organizing a transfigured 
‘rendez-vous’ — as Marcel Duchamp said about ready-mades — between them and the viewer.”

“Incorporated into abstract compositions, those objects find themselves emancipated from their function, 
and acquire a new existence,” he adds. “Their aesthetic qualities are fully revealed, thanks to Haegue’s 
unique mastery of the material — a mastery that is acquired piece after piece, recalling in many ways the 
field of crafts.”

“In this regard, I think the way in which Haegue deals with Venetian blinds, one of her signature materials, 
is exemplary,” says Liucci-Goutnikov. “Instead of relying on what she has already learned about them, 
Haegue keeps researching and experimenting with new ways to uncover the aesthetic possibilities 
embedded in their functionality.”

Haegue Yang’s “Lingering Nous” runs through September 5 at Centre Pompidou.
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Affreixo, Rodrigo. “Serralves em obras para acolher Haegue Yang”. Cultura GPS, June 25, 2016.

http://www.sabado.pt/cultura_gps/detalhe/serralves_em_obras_para_acolher_haegue_yang.html

25 Junho 2016 • Rodrigo Affreixo

Um encontro adiado. Suzanne Cotter, a actual directora do Museu de Serralves, conheceu a artista sul-coreana 
Haegue Yang em Nova Iorque, em 2010. No ano seguinte, quando estava a co-comissariar a bienal de Sharjah, nos 
Emirados Árabes Unidos, convidou-a a participar. «Não participei, porque nunca tinha estado antes em Sharjah. 
Não tinha qualquer conhecimento do mundo árabe, mas através do seu convite comecei a investigar sobre o Médio 
Oriente. E em 2015 acabei por participar na bienal», recorda a artista.

Haegue Yang (Seul, 1971) tem uma carreira imparável e invejável, com apresentações em tudo quanto é sítio de 
referência, como o MoMA, o Guggenheim, a Tate Modern, a Bienal de Veneza ou o Documenta de Kassel. Ou o 
Centre Georges Pompidou, já em Julho.

Quando chegou a Serralves, Suzanne Cotter apressou-se a dirigir-lhe um convite. E também teve uma reunião com 
os parceiros da Sonae neste projecto, «no sentido de mudar o formato em função das coisas diferentes que temos 
aqui», conta ao GPS. «Se estão interessados em algo distintivo, a coisa mais distintiva que temos aqui é o facto de 
termos o museu em relação com os jardins e o parque. E isso é algo que a Tate Modern não tem, o MoMA não tem, 
o Centro Pompidou não tem».

A obra intitula-se An Opaque Wind Park in Six Folds (Parque de Vento Opaco em Seis Dobras). Primeiro, chegaram 
os esboços em 3D da artista. Depois, foram trabalhados num gabinete de arquitectos. Mais tarde, na Clareira dos 
Teixos, iniciou-se a construção da peça, que durou mais de duas semanas, envolvendo um engenheiro, um pedreiro, 
vários construtores e jardineiros e três estudantes de artes.
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Culture Box / AFP. «La Coréenne Haegue Yang expose une oeuvre faite de stores au Centre Pompidou», Francetvinfo, 
July 6.

http://culturebox.francetvinfo.fr/expositions/sculpture/la-coreenne-haegue-yang-expose-une-oeuvre-faite-de-stores-
au-centre-pompidou-242573

Une installation monumentale de l’artiste sud-coréenne Haegue Yang, composée de stores vénitiens 
suspendus éclairés par des néons dans le forum, accueillera tout l’été les visiteurs du Centre Georges 
Pompidou, à Paris (jusqu’au 5 septembre).
«J’ai d’abord eu des doutes lorsque le Centre Pompidou m’a proposé de réaliser une oeuvre pour son 
forum. Je me suis demandé ‘pourquoi moi ?’ et le  lieu ne me semblait pas adapté à mon travail», a 
déclaré à l’AFP Haegue Yang, 45 ans. «J’ai finalement été séduite par leur volonté de créer dans cet 
espace quelque chose qui ait du sens», a ajouté l’artiste qui se partage entre Séoul, Berlin où elle a son 
atelier, et Malmö où elle enseigne l’art.
 
Composée de 166 stores vénitiens roses ou verts, tantôt baissés, tantôt relevés et parfois montés en 
diagonales, l’installation «Lingering Nous» se  déploie sur toute la hauteur du forum, soit environ douze 
mètres.
Un ready-made sous éclairage blafard de supermarché
Obéissant au principe du ready-made, inventé par Marcel Duchamp, Haegue Yang détourne les stores 
de leur fonction première en les recomposant de manière abstraite pour leur donner un sens nouveau. 
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Culture Box / AFP. «La Coréenne Haegue Yang expose une oeuvre faite de stores au Centre Pompidou», Francetvinfo, 
July 6.
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L’artiste travaille depuis dix ans sur ces objets du quotidien qui sont devenus son matériau de prédilection.
 
«Symboliquement, les stores sont des objets qui servent à séparer espace public et privé», explique 
Nicolas Liucci-Goutnikov, commissaire de cette  installation proposée au public jusqu’au 6 septembre 
dans le cadre de l’année France-Corée. «Ils possèdent des qualités plastiques importantes, permettent une  
transparence variable et possèdent un pouvoir de réflexion optique particulier», précise-t-il.
 
Haegue Yang joue sur ses propriétés en intégrant à sa structure mobile un éclairage aux néons «à la 
manière d’un supermarché», selon ses termes. «Par sa violence, l’éclairage blafard et cru donne une 
présence à  l’oeuvre», précise Nicolas Liucci-Goutnikov.
Quatre vidéos pour comprendre l’oeuvre
Après une période minimaliste où elle s’affranchissait de toute créativité pour soumettre son travail à des 
lois géométriques, Haegue Yang propose au  Centre Pompidou une oeuvre «plus expressive, déstructurée 
et colorée», souligne  Nicolas Liucci-Goutnikov.
 
«Lingering Nous» est accompagnée de quatre vidéos au niveau -1 du forum, «Video Trilogy» (2004-
2006) et «Doubles and Halves-Events with Nameless Neighbors» (2009). Essentielles pour comprendre 
son oeuvre, on y voit Haegue Yang dans différents endroits du monde où elle parle de ses impressions et 
de ses sentiments dans un travail introspectif.
 
La plasticienne a représenté la Corée du Sud à la Biennale de Venise. Elle a aussi exposé à la Documenta 
(l’exposition d’art moderne et contemporain de Kassel), au Walker Art Center de Minneapolis, à l’Institut 
d’art contemporain de Boston.
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Queiros, Luis Miguel. «O vento invisível de Haegue Yang já sopra em Serralves», Publico, June 21, 2016.
https://www.publico.pt/culturaipsilon/noticia/o-vento-invisivel-de-haegue-yang-ja-sopra-em-serralves-1735900

O vento invisível de Haegue Yang já sopra em Serralves

Luís Miguel Queirós
21/06/2016 - 19:38

A artista sul-coreana, que esta terça-feira inaugurou Parque de Vento Opaco em Seis Dobras, 
acredita que o Porto pode voltar a inspirá-la.

A escultura de Haegue Yang evoca uma história de migrações cruzadas
ADRIANO MIRANDA

São cinco torres de formato e dimensão variáveis, construídas com tijolo de barro cozido de diferentes 
colorações e unidas por um percurso geométrico de lajes quadradas. No topo destas torres, rodam lenta-
mente ventiladores eólicos de alumínio, usados em edifícios industriais para renovar o ar sem recurso a 
motores. E embutidos nas paredes de tijolo, vêem-se cactos, heras e outras plantas. Ligeiramente deslo-
cadas deste complexo central, como se já não fizessem bem parte dele, duas pequenas esculturas, também 
em tijolo, uma delas com uma muito portuguesa andorinha em cerâmica.
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A artista sul-coreana nos jardins de Serralves
ADRIANO MIRANDA

Parque de Vento Opaco em Seis Dobras foi o nome que a artista coreana Haegue Yang deu ao conjunto, 
inaugurado esta terça-feira nos jardins de Serralves, em diálogo com o museu de Siza Vieira. É a segunda 
encomenda feita a uma artista internacional, no âmbito do Projecto Sonae/Serralves, para criar uma 
peça propositadamente para o parque da fundação. A primeira tinha sido à iraniana Nairy Baghramian 
(radicada em Berlim, tal como Haegue Yang), que em 2014 criou no Porto o conjunto de esculturas Cold 
Shoulder.

Neste Parque de Vento Opaco em Seis Dobras, a artista coreana utiliza os mesmos materiais a que recor-
rera em An Opaque Wind, a intervenção escultural ao ar livre que criou no ano passado para a bienal de 
Sharjah, nos Emirados Árabes Unidos. E a única ideia que trazia na cabeça quando chegou a Serralves, 
disse ao PÚBLICO, era justamente a de retomar esses tijolos e ventiladores, com os quais quisera sugerir 
a reconstituição das sucessivas camadas históricas que foram compondo a civilização humana, incluindo 
as infraestruturas industriais das nações modernas, mas também essa “comunicação invisível” entre as 
comunidades de trabalhadores migrantes de várias nações que raramente chegam a conviver umas com 
as outras nos países onde vão procurar melhores condições de vida.  
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Parque de Vento Opaco em Seis Dobras é a segunda intervenção no Parque de Serralves ao abrigo de uma 
parceria com a Sonae
ADRIANO MIRANDA 

Não tinha previsto, por exemplo, usar plantas. “Não conhecia o Porto nem o Parque de Serralves e, para 
ser franca, vinha com a intenção de fazer uma coisa muito provocadora, crítica, subversiva, mas depois 
cheguei e vi isto, e pensei que talvez não fosse o sítio certo para fazer algo desse género”, conta. “É um 
lugar tão pacífico, onde as famílias vêm com as crianças, de modo que comecei a pensar na vegetação, 
e também na arquitectura do Siza.» O arquitecto português é conhecidíssimo na Coreia, garante Haegue 
Yang. “Quando disse que vinha ao Porto, toda a gente me perguntava se me ia encontrar com o Siza.»

A artista vive há mais de 20 anos na Alemanha, primeiro em Frankfurt e agora em Berlim, e dá também 
aulas de arte em Malmö, na Suécia, mas continua a passar bastante tempo na Coreia, e a inspiração para 
An Opaque Wind veio-lhe do seu conhecimento, até por razões familiares, das grandes migrações de 
coreanos que foram trabalhar nos anos 70 para países árabes.

“O meu pai, os meus tios, foram trabalhar para o Médio Oriente, todas as famílias tinham alguém emi-
grado nessa zona, e também no Norte de África: nos anos 70, tínhamos pouco dinheiro e os árabes, que 
não gostavam de trabalhar com os ocidentais, iam buscar trabalhadores baratos aos países asiáticos”, diz. 
Uma realidade que “se repete agora com outras gerações e outros países”. Nos Emirados Árabes Unidos, 
observa, “os trabalhadores coreanos não comunicavam, por exemplo, com os do Bangladesh, mas o en-
contro físico dessas comunidades criou entre elas uma relação que é um facto histórico, e a pergunta que 
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Os pequenos ventiladores eólicos sugere a comunicação invisível entre migrantes de várias nacionali-
dades
ADRIANO MIRANDA 

Mas se a obra de Serralves, nos materiais e até no nome, sugere a continuação deste projecto iniciado no 
Médio Oriente, não é certo que assim seja. “Entusiasma-me não saber o que vou fazer, e isto é tão novo 
que ainda não sei o que é”, confessa a artista. “Alguns amigos meus, que vieram de propósito ao Porto, 
estavam ontem a falar da peça, e eu fiquei a ouvi-los…”, ri-se. E acrescenta: “Não sei o que fiz, mas acho 
que estou no caminho certo. Um caminho que passa por não se deixar enredar nos meandros mais institu-
cionais do mundo da arte internacional, no qual é hoje um nome consagrado, com exposições em grandes 
museus de vários continentes e uma presença regular, em representação da Coreia do Sul, nas principais 
bienais de arte, da de Veneza à Documenta de Kassell.

    ‹ Anterior Página 1 de 2

me fiz foi: como mostrar essa comunicação invisível, muda, sem provas materiais?”. O vento invisível 
que faz girar as leves folhas de alumínio dos ventiladores é uma metáfora dessa (in)comunicação.  
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Lee Hyun-Sook on Haegue Yang at Art Basel 
Unlimited 2016
BY Darryl Wee | June 07, 2016

Haegue Yang, «Sol LeWitt Upside Down – Structure with Three Towers, Expanded 23 Times, Split 
in Three,» 2015, aluminum Venetian blinds, aluminum hanging structure, powder coating, steel wire, 
3 towers, 350 x 352.5 x 352.5 cm each. Installation view of La vie modern, La Biennale de Lyon, La 

Sucrière, Lyon, France, 2015
(Courtesy Kukje Gallery. Photo © Blaise ADILON)

For all collectors attending Art Basel this month, the Unlimited Section of the fair is an absolute must-see. 
The sheer size of some of the works presented can often be breathtaking, while the roll-call of participating 
artists reads like a «who’s who» of the art world. This year, visitors can expect to see 88 projects – a record 
number – including some by heavyweights like Ai Weiwei, El Anatsui, Elmgreen & Dragset, Tracey Emin, 
Sol LeWitt, Frank Stella, and James Turrell.

Proudly displayed amongst them will be leading Korean artist Haegue Yang’s “Sol LeWitt Upside Down 
– Structure with Three Towers, Expanded 23 Times, Split in Three,” an ethereal modular construction of 
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white blinds that is an extension of a series first shown at Yang’s solo exhibition “Shooting the Elephant 象 
Thinking the Elephant,” at Leeum, Samsung Museum of Art (Seoul) in 2015.
 

We talked to Lee Hyun-Sook of Seoul’s Kukje Gallery, which is collaborating with New York’s Tina Kim 
Gallery to present Haegue Yang at Art Basel Unlimited 2016, to find out more about the installation.

Could you describe the significance of Haegue Yang’s practice in the context of both her hometown of 
Seoul and her adopted base of Berlin? Would you say that there is anything at all «Korean» or even 
«Asian» about her work, or is it globally aware and internationally oriented?

Haegue Yang is inspired by the everyday, as well as deeply engaged with the context of the exhibition 
space. She is not locked into a framework of being “Korean” or “Asian”; however, her chosen subject 
matter and mediums do engage cultural perspectives depending on the historical and traditional milieu of 
the exhibition venue.

That being said, instead of viewing her work as nomadic and unmoored to any geographical site, the artist 
and her practice can be viewed as engaging with recurring themes, especially her desire to explore the 
sensuous and intuitive in the everyday.

This can be seen in her major series “The Intermediates,” which is part of her current solo exhibition at the 
Hamburger Kunsthalle. These works are made primarily of straw, a material which can be found in various 
cultures, and explore how materials can act as a middleman between the borders of the past and present, 
the ancient and modern age.

Who would you say are some of Haegue Yang’s main artistic influences and predecessors?

Haegue Yang’s practice often revolves around series of related works based on deep research of historical 
figures and their social history. For instance, Yang approached the subject of diaspora by exploring the 
work of Korean-Japanese writer Suh Kyungsik, who wrote the book “My Journey to Primo Levi.” This 
powerful work reflects on political asylum and Yang uses it as a framework to explore her own complex 
experience living and working in Germany. She organized a lecture with this important author as part of 
her solo exhibition at Haus der Kunst.

How would you describe Yang’s installation for Unlimited in your own words?

“Sol LeWitt Upside Down – Structure with Three Towers, Expanded 23 Times, Split in Three,” which will 
be presented at Art Basel Unlimited, is an extension of her blind series that was first shown at her solo 
exhibition “Shooting the Elephant 象 Thinking the Elephant” at Leeum, Samsung Museum of Art, Seoul, 
in 2015, entitled “Sol LeWitt Upside Down – Structure with Three Towers, Expanded 23 Times.” 

In its first iteration, the work was suspended in the air as a single cube. At the Lyon Biennial in September 
2015, the work evolved and was divided into three towers with fluorescent lamps installed inside. In this 
year’s Art Basel Unlimited exhibition, the artist has altered the work once again, allowing it to hang nearly 
touching the floor and directly engaging the Unlimited sector’s exhibition space designed by Herzog & de 
Meuron.
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What are some recent and upcoming projects by Haegue Yang that viewers ought to be aware of, or look 
forward to?

Her solo exhibition “Quasi-Pagan Minimal” at the Hamburger Kunsthalle opened last month and is on 
view through April 30, 2017. Also, her upcoming solo exhibition at the Centre Pompidou, Paris will open 
on July 5, and run through September 5, 2016. A large-scale blind work will be installed in the main Forum 
of the Centre Pompidou, and this will be a key exhibition showcasing this signature series. The blind series 
has allowed the artist to explore both compositional aspects and dynamic variables such as the architectu-
ral site.

Yang also has an exhibition in Porto, Portugal in June, a group exhibition at the Kunsthalle Bremen in 
Germany in August, and in October, she will be included in La Biennale de Montréal in Canada.
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Nicolas Liucci-Goutnikov. « Haegue Yang », Code Couleur 24, January-April 2016,pp.36-37. 
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A conversation with Haegue Yang

Katie Fallen
15 Jan 2016

Haegue Yang. 
Photo: © Studio Haegue Yang

 For Haegue Yang, 2015 was a rather hectic year. Along with participating in major art events, such 
as the Biennale de Lyon, the Sharjah Biennial and the 8th Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art, 
Yang has also put together four solo shows around the world; including two extensive institutional ex-
hibitions in Asia at the Ullens Center for Contemporary Art, Beijing, and the Leeum, Samsung Museum 
of Art, Seoul. Working across a broad range of mediums, from ethereal Venetian blind installations and 
sculptures made of clothing racks, straw and bells, to video and works on paper, Yang’s hybrid practice 
creates a multitude of sensorial experiences that serve to reconfigure and explore the quotidian. This 
strong visual language and conceptual drive, combined with Yang’s increasing international presence, 
has meant that her practice has become clearly identifiable.

Yet alongside the widely recognised aspects of her oeuvre, the South Korean born artist has been 
working on a lesser-known creative trajectory. Driven by a quest for a deeper level of understanding, 
Yang has staged a series of readings of the French writer Marguerite Duras’ 1982 novella The Malady 
of Death, while also initiating translations of the text, first into Korean in 2008 and now in Chinese. 
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Beginning in 2010 during her residency at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis in the United States, 
each performance has been in a different or local language, with a different performer and with various 
visual outcomes. Echoing Duras’ original text, Yang’s staging of The Malady of Death is characterised 
by an inconclusive uncertainty and the unknown. Motivated by a passionate, or even obsessive, year-
ning to comprehend and explore the true meaning of Duras’ text, the performative outcome is autono-
mous from the refined aesthetic of Yang’s other work, all the while sharing the same desire to pursue 
the notion of ‘unknown other’.

In December 2015, as part of Mobile M+: Live Art, Yang presented The Malady of Death: Écrire et 
Lire, which was comprised of a staging of The Malady of Death at Hong Kong’s Sunbeam Theatre and 
the publication of the first Chinese translation. Held over two nights, the opening performance saw 
Hon Lai-chu recite Duras’ text, dressed in a long white dress upon an all but black stage. Broken up 
by tension-filled pauses, a burning mosquito coil, moving lights and an intermittent bold background 
image of French actress Jeanne Balibar, the staging was powerfully effective. It opened up a multitude 
of considerations for a text that continues to intrigue.

Expanding on a previous Ocula Conversation with Yang, which explored her sculpture and installation 
work, Katie Fallen sat down with the artist to discuss The Malady of Death; what inspires this unusual 
practice, how it has developed over the years, and the complex meanings behind Yang’s decisive com-
mitment to the project.

The Malady of Death: Écrire et Lire focuses on Marguerite Duras’ novella from 1982. Please can we 
discuss what drew you to Duras’ work as a source of inspiration and this text in particular?

While I was in search of a notion of community, I encountered an essay by Maurice Blanchot, called 
The Unavowable Community. There was one chapter, called ‘The Community of Lovers’, which was 
impossible to digest since the whole chapter was about a book, unknown to me till then, by Marguerite 
Duras called The Malady of Death. So I had to read this book, but I couldn’t understand it. Then I read 
it again, twice in a row, but I still didn’t understand what was going on, even though there is nothing 
theoretical about it. So the whole trajectory about Duras started from this point of not understanding her 
work.

Initially, I started to study all her novels as well as her biography, and there were many other things that 
I discovered along the way, such as her films and theatre productions as well as the intertextuality of 
her works.

Anyway, after two years I returned to The Malady of Death, and initiated the Korean translation of the 
book. When I was in residency at the Walker from 2009 to 2010, Doryun Chong proposed to stage this 
book and obviously, I wanted to hear the text translated into the voice … so it is born out of curiosity to 
hear Duras’ writing.
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The conceptual premise of staging this text over and over again was immediately there; it is a kind of 
blind commitment to make a circle around somewhere that is unknown and even supposed to remain 
unknown. I’m not sharing what I know; I rather attempt to share what I don’t know.

Image: Haegue Yang, The Malady 
of Death – Monodrama with 
Jane Gordon. Dress rehearsal in 
English, February 2, 2010, Walker 
Art Center, Minneapolis. Adapted 
from Marguerite Duras' novella La 
Maladie de la mort, 1982, ca. 80 
min. 
Photo © Cameron Wittig for Wal-
ker Art Center, Minneapolis

 The performance in Hong Kong is the fourth of this work. It was initially staged in 2010 at the Walker 
Art Center in Minneapolis, then the Namsan Arts Center in Seoul and more recently at dOCUMENTA 
(13) in 2012. Would you talk us through how you have changed the performance each time, building up 
to the version in Hong Kong? 
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So the first stage, which took place at the Walker as a dress rehearsal with invited guests, I have already 
introduced. The second performance of The Malady of Death at the Namsan Arts Center was the first 
public staging, and was born out of my solo show Voice Over Three, which was in fact my first insti-
tutional show in Seoul at Artsonje Center in 2010. Prior to the performance at Namsan, I published a 
Korean translation of The Malady of Death as an artist book with Insa Art Space in Seoul in 2008. The 
team had to be built for it: a Korean philosopher who is known as a specialist in Blanchot was asked 
to write the preface and a Dutch design collective, Metahaven (Daniel van der Velden) was asked to 
design the book. Daniel liked the conceptual premise behind the design commission, which illuminated 
his illiteracy in Korean letters, inducing an element of unknown-ness and impossibility in his job.

The staging at Namsan was an interesting experience because it was the first time I had gone through 
the proper casting process. I ended up asking a woman to perform who is known in Korea as a news 
anchor. The main trigger for choosing her was her willingness and her physical presence on the stage, 
as well as her great ability to perform the text through her trained speech.

Image: Haegue Yang, The Mala-
dy of Death – Monodrama with 
Yoo Jung-Ah. Staging project in 
Korean. September 11-12, 2010, 
Namsan Arts Center, Seoul. 
Adapted from Marguerite Duras’ 
novella La Maladie de la mort, 
1982, ca. 80 min. 
Photo: © SAMUSO: Space for 
Contemporary Art, Seoul
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 After Namsan, you then staged the work at dOCUMENTA (13). How did this build upon what you had 
done in Korea?

Then the staging at dOCUMENTA (13) in 2012 was a big turning point. So far I had written a script 
based on the novella for each staging, meaning it was not a complete reading of the book. When I met 
with the actress for dOCUMENTA (13), Jeanne Balibar, to share my desire and approach to the text, I 
realised she also had a tremendous relationship with it. As someone who had grown up in Paris in an 
intellectual environment she was fairly acquainted with Duras and her writings, but also had a particu-
lar approach. (Each performer is the source of the inspiration as well as a strong collaborator, encou-
raging me to make each version unique.) Jeanne was the one who proposed to read the entire text. So 
the decision to abandon the script was initiated by her. While I was aware of that possibility the whole 
time, due to my enormous respect for Duras’ text staging it by reading the whole text has been ter-
rifying. However, I followed Jeanne’s idea because that was daring and truly challenging. And it was 
certainly a big turning point.

Image: Haegue Yang, The Malady of Death – Monodrama with Jeanne 
Balibar. Staging project in English, June 7, 2012. Staatstheater Kassel. 
Adapted from Marguerite Duras' novella La Maladie de la mort, 1982, ca. 
80 min. Commissioned by dOCUMENTA (13). 
Photo: Krzysztof Zieliński
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 And turning then to the performance in Hong Kong?

Again we had two intellectual and strong women: the writer and novelist, Hon Lai-chu; and Yau Ching, 
the cinema scholar and filmmaker. They’re not performers who usually appear on stage, so I had to 
find a way to preserve them as a reader. So for the Hong Kong version I intentionally recycled a lot of 
imagery of Jeanne, which had been produced for dOCUMENTA (13). Hon and Yau performed in Can-
tonese, and as I cannot speak Cantonese, I was absolutely reliant on their ability and integrity. In fact, 
it was a huge dependency, which is important and interesting. I’m borrowing each performer’s entire 
intellectual and personal property, and overlapping it onto the book.

Where will you take the performance next?

Each time I stage The Malady of Death, it is formed differently, because it’s an accumulation of cir-
cumstances, such as encounters of people with different desires.

At the beginning of this year I will produce another The Malady of Death in Spanish in Mexico. It 
will be in a cenote, a sinkhole, so it will become an outdoor piece in a nature-dominating wild envi-
ronment. While in Hong Kong, there was juxtaposition between an almost elitist piece, presented in a 
genuinely local place like the Sunbeam Theatre, where usually senior citizens go to enjoy Cantonese 
opera; in Mexico, in Yucatán, we will become an invader in nature, in a cenote, so the piece will feel 
extremely vulnerable again. There will be neither projection nor theatrical lighting. Even an opening 
to the night sky would not provide any light; as it will be night you cannot really see anything, all the 
beauty is actually hidden in the darkness. There we will have the actress, Irene Azuela, on a raft, with 
the audience sat around the water’s edge. Quite different from the extreme classical theatre event with 
over 900 people in the audience at dOCUMENTA (13), the staging with Irene in Yucatán is going to be 
kept informal and intimate.

Image: Haegue Yang, The Malady of Death – Monodrama with Hon Lai-chu. Staged rea-
ding in Cantonese, December 4, 2015, Sunbeam Theatre, Hong Kong. Complete reading of 
Marguerite Duras’ novella La Maladie de la mort, 1982, ca. 75 min. Commissioned by M+ for 
Mobile M+: Live Art. 
Photo: CPAK Studio
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 How has your understanding of the work and Duras’ text developed over time with each new perfor-
mance?

Each staging is undoubtedly a rich learning process. I have a feeling I get closer to the text each time. 
But in fact, the text remains remote after the staging. So the closest I could get to the text is when it is 
presented on the stage, and I can ‘see’ and ‘hear’ it. It’s the actual moment that you become the witness 
of the event in its entirety; a witness to the voice embodying the text.

It was really interesting to hear the text at the Walker for the first time. I heard the text so differently 
that I had to read it again. It was so crystal-clear during the performance, yet the text immediately 
escaped from me afterwards. The text is not meant to be understood, I think it is meant to be heard and 
experienced like love. You get puzzled by the actuality of the story, which is only present when you are 
in it. The performer causes a conflict to build up, because we are so reliant on her presence. The fact 
that she makes the moment possible through her presence and voice also means that she throws us out 
of the text, outside of reading when the performance is over. In other words, there is resistance against a 
possible comprehension, so the text requires us to be constantly engaged; The Malady of Death is not a 
story one can digest and be done with. I think that is the motivation for me to keep doing it.
Duras’ text is very sensual; an element you appeared to explore in the Hong Kong performance through 
the use of lighting, sound effects, a burning mosquito coil and the image of a woman as the back-
ground. Would you talk about your staging choices, including the visual effects and imagery you chose 
to employ?

So on one hand I am overlapping elements from my other works, but also tracing the ideas of Duras. 
When I studied Duras’ films I discovered this very anti-cinematic idea of a cinema without actors. 
Even if there are actors they’re almost like mannequins, they barely move or speak; in fact they are 
like projections of an idea. So I chose to echo this with the background image of an almost paralysed 
female, juxtaposed with the real presence of a performer. So there is a doubling of the figure, with the 
reader in the foreground and the huge upside-down head or body of a woman as the background. There 
is a simultaneous resemblance and contrast between the real-scape and the representation of head or 
body. In Hong Kong in particular, I used this doubling to protect Hon and Yau as non-performers by 
intentionally recycling the image of Jeanne from dOCUMENTA (13), because otherwise I would have 
made them the performers when they were meant to be just readers. And by deleting all sense of acting, 
a powerful image of an enigmatic presence is created.

The burning mosquito coil in the staging is the only element that freely moves, even if it’s so minor. In 
chapters two and three of the staging, the absence of the performer is replaced by this mosquito coil, 
with smoke as mirroring. In the darkness, you smell the mosquito coil before you see it; this time delay 
is important to make presence and absence exist in parallel.
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Image: Haegue Yang, The Malady of Death – Monodrama 
with Hon Lai-chu. Staged reading in Cantonese, December 
4, 2015, Sunbeam Theatre, Hong Kong. Complete reading of 
Marguerite Duras’ novella La Maladie de la mort, 1982, ca. 
75 min. Commissioned by M+ for Mobile M+: Live Art. 
Photo: CPAK Studio

 Duras’ notion of écrire places emphasis on the silence between words as much as the words them-
selves. In the performance, you have left large lapses when nothing happens, and similarly in the 
accompanying printed text there are areas of blank space.

The narrowest way to explain the pauses is as a representation of the days in the story. The man (refer-
red to as ‘you’ in the text) and woman (referred to as ‘she’ in the text) are in the hotel room nearby the 
sea, spending some nights together, but we don’t even know how many nights. It’s uncertain. You wit-
ness a lot of repetitive or gradual things, yet they are very subtle during these nights. There’s a constant 
absence of ‘her’ through sleep. At the beginning, the man seems like the one who’s dominating and 
knows, while she just follows up. But he gets weaker and gets more lost in his desire to learn how to 
love. He even says in the end that he wouldn’t even recognise the woman under the daylight. Time gets 
lost as he lost in his failed desire.

What’s the role of lighting and movement in this piece?

In general, the strategy is a simple reduction so that every small change of light or little movement 
of the performer feels enormous. Most of the time the performer is so strictly frontal and still that we 
focus only on her voice and her presence. In Hong Kong I again tried to not let them perform. It’s about 
how to place a human body as a text in the space on stage. The moving light was used in a passive-ag-
gressive way, most of the time still and minimal. Every once in a while, it takes over the role of time or 
the performer’s movement.
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In the author’s note at the end of the book, Duras writes about the possibility of filming or staging the 
story as a reading rather than a performance. Please could you explain how this influenced you to pro-
duce your performance?

Duras expressed that her book can be staged as a theatre [piece] or film, so I’m leaning onto the pos-
sibility she offered. However, it’s ironic to do it because in her lifetime she refused to allow it. That 
seems to me a typical ‘double talk’ of Duras: on the one hand she offers a possibility to stage it, but she 
also practised the impossibility of it, which is inherent in the story. So my approach was to trace that 
manner of ‘double talk’ over and over again with my commitment to do it repeatedly without succee-
ding or gaining any accomplishment (maybe that’s what she required), so this possibility and impos-
sibility stays back to back. We are left with a possibility of experiencing the impossibility. Or we only 
experience the very impossibility by practising a possibility.

Image: Haegue Yang, The Malady of Death – Mono-
drama with Hon Lai-chu. Staged reading in Cantonese, 
December 4, 2015, Sunbeam Theatre, Hong Kong. 
Complete reading of Marguerite Duras’ novella La 
Maladie de la mort, 1982, ca. 75 min. Commissioned 
by M+ for Mobile M+: Live Art. 
Photo: CPAK Studio

 At the end of the performance in Hong Kong, Duras’ notes on the book are read out. Why?

Usually theatre or film is a theatricalisation of a story through acting and narrative. But my ambition 
is not to create theatre. I only want to make it possible to hear the writing without achieving a theatre 
piece. Including the author’s note in the staging is a clear gesture, addressing the presence of the book, 
instead of dismissing it through the theatricalisation of its narrative.
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Do you feel you are continuing Duras’ creative process, or should your work be approached as an act of 
appropriation?

I don’t have this hierarchy of her idea/my idea, the opposite actually. The notion of the original is sup-
posed to be obsolete. A more immanent thing to focus on is the clarity of impossibility.

However, it’s clear that with this project I’m more selfless, meaning I just wish to express my consent 
to the idea, meaning, it is too simple and modest to be understood as an act of appropriating ‘her piece’ 
for ‘mine’. This approach might reflect the very nature of this project; Duras’ notion of ‘identity ab-
sence’ exists as a form of identity that is almost like a ghost. This identity is as present as it is absent. 
As we all know well, in today’s contemporary enterprise artists have become so much about branded 
identities in competition. The Malady of Death is maybe part of my struggle to get myself free from 
this web. Situated outside of the art enterprise, The Malady of Death is a kind of ‘difficult’ project, 
since it does blur who does what for the sake of what. For me, here, the desire to share with the public 
comes first.

Image: Haegue Yang, The Malady of Death – Monodrama with Yau Ching. 
Staged reading in Cantonese, December 5, 2015, Sunbeam Theatre, Hong 
Kong. Complete reading of Marguerite Duras’ novella La Maladie de la 
mort, 1982, ca. 75 min. Commissioned by M+ for Mobile M+: Live Art. 
Photo: CPAK Studio.
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 Duras’ text features two figures, but your staging is a monodrama. In your performance women appear 
to have greater control, with a female reader speaking for both the man and the woman. What is the 
significance of always choosing a female reader and placing women in the dominant position?

What you are pointing out is actually the biggest and most significant interpretation I’ve made in this 
project; otherwise, I’m pretty much following what Duras has intended. Duras never suggested a mono-
drama. I chose to stage the text with one single person for a similar reason to why I put the author’s ins-
truction in the piece: I didn’t want it to become a role play or a representation of the story based on the 
two characters. For me, there are more roles than just ‘you’ and ‘she’. There is Duras, there is me, and 
there are also listeners: these are the roles I had to put into the piece. So in fact the reader equals the 
voice of what we hear, and they have to be the one who breaks the role play. It’s important to describe 
the work as a monodrama with a performer/reader. Without the reader/performer/voice I can’t do it, and 
it is also significant to express this dependency on that person.

Until now, I know it has been all female performances, but maybe it’ll change one day, I don’t know. 
I honestly don’t have an explanation for ‘why women?’ because I think it is clear to me. Yet clarity 
doesn’t mean an unchangeable truth. The novella might be an erotic gender-based affair so that it can 
be also read as an affair between a homosexual and a heterosexual. While the ‘you’ is obviously a 
homosexual man (he’s foreign to the female body) there’s something that is played out via a tension 
between his homosexuality and her heterosexuality, which runs in parallel. One of my greatest wishes 
is to work one day on a staging with an intellectual who is invested in gender theory.

Another thing that is also inherent in the text is that this ‘you’ has the wrong premise, he wants to know 
how to love, but you can’t learn how to love, you can only love someone. His mistake, or his ‘malady’, 
is based on this wrong premise.

Image: Haegue Yang, The Malady of Death - Monodrama with Hon Lai-chu. 
Staged readins in Cantonese, December 4, 2015, Sunbeam Theatre, Hong Kong. 
Complete reading of Marguerite Duras’ novella La Maladie de la mort, 1982, ca. 
75 min. Commissioned by M+ for Mobile M+: Live Art. 
Photo: CPAK Studio
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 Duras seems to have really explored the depths of gender roles, sexuality and ideas of dominance.

Well sexuality is positioned as something glamorous in consumerism. Yet, in Duras’ book sexuality is 
violent and destructive, but it’s also a penetration, we need to reach the other; it is a painful act. The 
eroticism she uses is also similar to that evoked by Georges Bataille; it’s about excess. It’s not glamo-
rous at all, it’s rather sad, violent and severe. Duras seems to have a particular approach to sexuality, 
because it is rendered with radical destruction. For Duras, revolutions require total-destruction, and this 
notion is directly connected with sexuality as well as radicality.

Along with your next staging of The Malady of Death, do you have any other plans for future work?

Foremost, I think as long as I practise as an artist, I’ll continue to produce The Malady of Death.

Over the previous couple of years, I’ve put a great deal of energy into all of my last three projects 
in Asia; my solo show at Leeum, Samsung in Seoul, another solo show at UCCA, Beijing and The 
Malady of Death in Hong Kong. When I finish a series of projects ‘well’, there is a great deal of opti-
mism from where anything can happen; all the doors are open now for me, since I stand at zero, totally 
exhausted. For instance, I started dreaming about an adventure both in Seoul and China, similar to The 
Malady of Death, which is rather immaterial, less exhibition-related and more guerrilla-like.

Plus, I have a film project in collaboration with a French artist/film-maker that is supposed to come out 
sometime around April 2017, based on two historical figures. Their political biographies took place in a 
Korean peninsula, yet resonate with the broader premise of the Cold War as a maintained power struc-
ture, which artistic talent inevitably and severely agonises with. — [O]
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HG Masters. «Field Trip: Sharjah Biennial 12», Artasiapacific, Vol. X, March 9, 2015. 
http://artasiapacific.com/Blog/FieldTripSharjahBiennial12

Curated by Eungie Joo, Sharjah Biennial 12, “The Past, the Present, the Possible,” featured a compact lineup of  50-plus 
artists and groups from 25 countries, with many newly commissioned projects and the use of  several new sites around 
the Gulf  emirate. Eschewing the grab-bag presentation and heavy polemical themes commonly deployed in biennials, 
Joo instead showcased artists’ practices in depth or created opportunities for ambitious, site-specific solo projects. The 
result was more of  an exhibition than a festival, as Joo nudged the biennial format away from wide-angled superficiality 
that make them akin to displays at today’s art fairs. Here’s a look at a handful of  the memorable projects from “The 
Past, the Present, the Possible,” before a full review is published in the May/June issue of  ArtAsiaPacific

HAEGUE YANG’s An Opaque Wind (2015) drew on the history of  Korean expatriates who, largely in the 1970s, were recruited 
to the Gulf  in order to develop its oil industry. Her courtyard installation combined attributes of  Sharjah’s traditional architec-
ture, such as wind towers, with modern vents, shipping containers, and bricks and concrete blocks, and featured a small room with 
woven mats and Korean news program playing on a television. Photo by HG Masters for ArtAsiaPacific. 

Sharjah Biennial 12: “The Past, the Present, the Possible” can be seen from now until June 5, 2015, at various venues in Sharjah.
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«When Heman met Haegue», ArtReview Asia Hong Kong Special Edition, 2015. 
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 Anna Dickie. “Ocula conversation. Haegue Yang - Part II”, Ocula, 2014.
http://ocula.com/magazine/conversations/haegue-yang-part-ii/

Haegue Yang (b.1971) is a South Korean artist, who lives and works in Berlin and Seoul. 
She is best known for drawing on a wide repertoire of ordinary household objects to create 
visually abstract sculptures and installations that often evoke the senses on several levels 
and delve into a cacophony of social, historical and political narratives. 

While venetian blinds have come to be the most recognisable motif of Yang’s practice, they 
obscure a far reaching exploration of both materials and ideas that has continued to evolve. 
Two presentations of the artist’s work this year will serve as timely reminders of the scope 
of her work and the ongoing development and exploration of her practice, namely Medicine 
Men and Female Natives (2010) which will be shown at the Taipei Biennial and the sculp-
tural ensemble of so-called ‘Sonic Sculptures’ for Mediacity in Seoul. While the first part of 
this two part interview investigates her earlier works, and some of the ideas underpinning 
her practice, this second part delves into her upcoming projects, and in particular the works 
that will appear at the Taipei Biennial and Mediacity Seoul, as well as the challenges she 
still wishes to explore.  
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 Anna Dickie. “Ocula conversation. Haegue Yang - Part II”, Ocula, 2014.
http://ocula.com/magazine/conversations/haegue-yang-part-ii/

WHAT NEXT

What projects do you have coming up?

There are only several projects on this year, often where I will be showing older works, yet 
juxtaposing them with a new context. There is one group show and two Biennale participa-
tions: there is the light sculptures Medicine Men and Female Natives from 2010 for Taipei 
Biennial, blind installation Mountains of Encounter from 2008 for a three-men show at the 
Contemporary Art Museum in Houston and lastly, a sculptural ensemble of so-called sonic 
sculptures for Mediacity in Seoul.

There are also some pending projects in 2015 and 2016, including solo shows in Seoul, Bei-
jing, Berlin, Brussels and presentations at Biennales, such as Sharjah Biennale and Asian Pa-
cific Triennial in Brisbane. One of my current areas of focus is my solo exhibition at Leeum, 
Seoul in February 2015. I am conceiving some new pieces, while setting up a second studio 
in Seoul, which is in fact my first working space ever other than in Berlin.

Haegue Yang
Sonic Full Moon – Medium Regular #2, 2014
Steel frame, metal grid, powder coating, brass 
plated bells, metal rings
173 x 54 x 54 cm
Courtesy of Kukje Gallery, Seoul
Photo: Studio Haegue Yang

Haegue Yang
Approaching: Choreography Engineered in Never-Past Tense, 
2012
Motorized aluminum Venetian blinds, aluminum hanging structu-
re, powder coating, steel wire, cable, module box, DMX recorder
Dimensions variable
SBS Prism Tower Art Collection, Seoul
Installation view of dOCUMENTA (13), Kassel, Germany, 2012
Video: Nils Klinger
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 Anna Dickie. “Ocula conversation. Haegue Yang - Part II”, Ocula, 2014.
http://ocula.com/magazine/conversations/haegue-yang-part-ii/

TAIPEI BIENNIAL 2014

You will show Medicine Men and Female Natives (2010) at the Taipei Biennial 2014. 
Both Medicine Men and Female Natives were part of a large group of 33 sculptures, 
Warrior Believer Lover that you created in 2010. What was the impetus for originally 
creating this group of sculptures?

Originally conceived for Kunsthaus Bregenz in 2011, Warrior Believer Lover is a selec-
tion of thirty-three anthropomorphic light sculptures that can be further distinguished into 
groups, couples and individuals, including the group of six of Medicine Men and Female 
Natives. Each light sculpture is a composition of light bulbs, electric cords and readymade 
and handcrafted materials such as artificial plants and wigs around a commercial metal stand, 
conjuring up figures imbued with personality and history. I have been creating light sculptu-
res since 2006 and when thinking about the title, the human-like quality of these sculptures 
prompted me to consider archetypes whose lives testify deep commitment to a particular va-
lue. For instance: the warrior who fights for something with intensity; the believer who lives 
with absolute faith; and the lover who courageously exposes themself to the other.

Is there a specific significance in the process and materials you used to create these 
works?

Each set of sculptures are adorned with elaborate ornaments and I work intuitively, drawing 
on the associations and origins of the industrial, readymade or handcrafted objects, while 
decontextualizing them - allowing their inherent qualities to emerge in new and unfamiliar 
ways. For example, in using artificial plants for Female Natives, there is an evident narrative 
around understandings of nature and artifice. One could possibly relate to these sculptures 
as indigenous females who have a close relationship to a nature that is apparently manmade. 
Isn’t all that we seek or obtain artificial, in some way? Is our nature in fact essentially akin to 
an extraterrestrial being?

Questions on humankind’s achievements and pursuits come into play too. The selection of 
plants addresses various vegetation and climates; and is also made to draw a landscape of 
multiple cultures and communities.
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Haegue Yang
Installation view of Journal of Echomimetic 
Motions, Bergen Kunsthall, 2013
Photo: Thor Brødreskift 

Haegue Yang
Sonic Dances, 2013
Installtion view of Ovals and Circles, Galerie 
Chantal Crousel, Paris, France, 2013
Photo Credit: Florian Kleinefenn
Courtesy of Galerie Chantal Crousel

And what about Female Natives male counter-part, Medicine Men?

Medicine Men are decked out with party wigs of multiple colors and hair types, destabilizing the 
title’s masculine connotations. If we look at medicine men in animalistic religions, many assume 
an ambiguous gender. A myriad of decorative objects from mylar to tinsel, aluminum reflectors, 
feather dusters, dried spices, plant leaves, and even seashells, reinforce this ambiguity. Wigs are 
also part of the transformation that shamans went through when they intended transforming their 
appearances to ‘connect’ themselves to spirits, inhabiting another world.

The original shapes and substances of the readymades are retained and the sculpture is at times, 
an insight into crisscrossing migratory and trade routes. Yet, one should venture beyond the 
conventional readings of these objects. Assembling these objects, often ordinary and domestic 
items, decontextualizes and transforms them in surprising ways. They become foreign, yet stran-
gely familiar. I am interested in both my own process of discovery, and also that of the viewer. I 
am also interested in how the chance encounters with an object can open up new, and sometimes 
unexpected narratives or emotions.
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Haegue Yang
Series of Vulnerable Arrangements – Shadowless Voice over Three, 
2008
Aluminum Venetian blinds, aluminum hanging structure, powder 
coating, steel wire, moving spotlights, mirror, infrared heater, fan, 
sound system, microphone, speaker, amplifier, scent emitters (‘Fresh 
Air’, ‘Fresh Cut Grass’, ‘Earth, Dinosaur Dung’, ‘Buddha Temple’, 
‘French Bread’, ‘Coffee Shop’, ‘Garlic Butter’)
Leeum, Samsung Museum of Art, Seoul
Exhibition view at Voice over Three, Artsonje Center, Seoul, South 
Korea, 2010
Photo: Kim Sang Tae

Haegue Yang
Sonic Rotating Oval – Brass and Nickel Plated #3, 2013
Steel sheet, powder coating, ball bearings, metal
grid, brass  plated bells, nickel plated bells, metal rings
103 x 73 x 8 cm
Private collection, Trets
Installation view of Ovals and Circles, Galerie Chantal 
Crousel, Paris, 2013
Photo: Florian Kleinefenn
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Research into cultural, social and political history often underpins your work. I understand 
the sculptures in Warrior Believer Lover refer to a multiplicity of cultural references from 
the ballet and orchestral concert work, The Rite of Spring to Walter de Maria’s Lighting 
Field. Can we discuss some of these references?

For installations of Medicine Man and Female Natives, Igor Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring 
(1913) is played two to three times a day and at the Islamic prayer hour. The Rite of Spring was 
written for the 1913 Paris season of Sergei Diaghilev's Ballets Russes company; and the original 
choreography was by Vaslav Nijinsky. Its dissonance and primitive rhythms underline the anthro-
pomorphism of the light sculptures and the asynchronous layering of ritualistic practices. Through 
the ballet and allusion to Islamic prayer, we encounter layers of multiple cultural references, 
which in turn are intended to build upon those already implied by Stravinsky and Nijinsky’s use of 
Native Indian’s spring ritual in the radical eclectic choreography and challenging musical score of 
the ballet. It is as if the sculptures are Nijinsky’s dancers, gathered together as historically margi-
nalized cultural subjects, demonstrating the different topography and chronology of the globe and 
juxtaposing the primitive with the industrialized; and ultimately in pursuit of hybrid bodies that 
capture the moment of community in constant mutation.

In complete violation of classical traditions and representing a sacred pagan ritual, shudders, jerks 
and thumps dominated the choreography of Nijinsky - a reflection of the anticlassical trajectory of 
my light sculptures. Written for the Ballets Russes, the primitivism of the dance did not enjoy the 
same radicalism claimed by Gauguin, Picasso, and other Parisian artists. As Russians bearing pa-
gan and mysterious origins, they were considered exotic which ironically worked against them, as 
only those from within were deemed capable of producing exotic art. The ambiguity of exoticism 
is, still today, an issue for artists. But I am less interested in political correctness around post-co-
lonial discourse. I am more interested in the concept of ‘detour’ - the strategy of diversion and the 
presentation of alternative paradigmatic formulas for understanding identity.

Haegue Yang
Storage Piece, 2004
Collection of various wrapped and stacked art works 
on four europallets
Haubrok Collection, Berlin
Installation view, Your Bright Future: 12 Contempo-
rary Artists from Korea, LACMA, LA, USA 2009
Photo © 2009 Museum Associates/LACMA
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Haegue Yang
Installation view of Warrior Believer 
Lover, Arrivals, Kunsthaus Bregenz, Bre-
genz, Austria, 2011
Photo: Markus Tretter

Haegue Yang
Accommodating the Epic Dispersion – On Non-cathartic 
Volume of Dispersion, 2012
Aluminum Venetian blinds, aluminum hanging structure, 
powder coating, steel wire
Dimensions variable 
Courtesy of Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris and Kukje 
Gallery, Seoul
Installation view of Der Öffentlichkeit – von den Freun-
den Haus der Kunst, Haus der Kunst, Munich, 2012
Photo: Nozomi Tomoeda
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MEDIACITY SEOUL

Tell me about what you will be showing at Mediacity Seoul, which opens soon?

I will create an entirely new ensemble for Mediacity in Seoul.

“Ghosts, Spies, and Grandmothers”, is the theme of the upcoming Mediacity Seoul, and my 
contribution to this event is very much driven by these keywords. Against the prevailing so-
cio-political climate in Asia of rising nationalism and mutual distrust, and underpinned by 
economies powered by technological advancements, figures whose voices have been silenced 
or under the radar are being awakened. These otherworldly and traditional figures from a past 
era, typified by the ‘Ghost, Spy and Grandmother’, are summoned back as alternative voices of 
counsel, tradition and hope to the dominant narratives of today.

On the ground floor of Mediacity Seoul, a spherical bell sculpture, Sonic Full Moon – Medium 
Regular #2 (2014) is hung from the ceiling, right above the start point of the taped drawing, 
implying a kind of orbital constellation while Sonic Dance – Half Sister (2014) and two Windy 
Orbits, Windy Orbit– Brass Plated and Windy Orbit– Brass and Nickel Plated (2013), are placed 
at a junction of lines.

Haegue Yang
Lethal Love, 2008
Aluminum Venetian blinds (gunmetal gray, perforated), hanging structure, free-
standing mirror wall, moving spotlights, scent emitters (wildflower, gunpowder)
Courtesy of Artist Pension Trust, Berlin
Installation view of Lethal Love, Cubitt, London, 2008
Photo: Andy Keate
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I understand movement is very relevant to these works?

The notions of movement animated by visitor’s manual input, as well as the cosmic geometry 
resulted from each movement is one of the focal interpretations of this ensemble. The viewer 
could actually ‘dance’ with the sculptures, supplying the given space with new sonic effects that 
are created by bells attached on the surface of metal-mesh structures. The bells are intended to 
trigger associations with ancient times in the history of civilisation, where they were often used 
for shamanic rituals, calling out to the spirits through their sound. In my recent sculptural develo-
pment, the bells seem to be endowing a life-giving and communicative quality to robot-like and 
rigid figures.

The bells also mirror and therefore multiply the viewer’s reflection. In the Mediacity presentation, 
these visual as well as the non-visual sensorial and metaphoric aspects are accentuated by focusing 
on the wind, sounds and patterns that movement brings to the work. This ensemble on the ground 
floor of Seoul Museum of Arts at Mediacity will construct a constellation of an imaginary cosmic 
order, which is less rational, yet valuable to reconsider less pre-determined ways of thinking.

In the upper floor, a range of Sonic Rotating Ovals are hung, where the ‘blurring’ of the initial 
geometric form that occurs through the rotation suggest the ‘unlearning’ of the original form and 
material. This spinning transforms the ovoid shape of the piece into a circular form, a moment 
close to a ‘perfect geometry.’

Haegue Yang
Traces of Anonymous Pupil Authors, 2001
16 b/w offset prints, each 42 cm x 29.7 cm
Edition of 30
Courtesy of Galerie Wien Lukatsch, Berlin
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Haegue Yang
Medicine Man - Indiscreet Other World, 2010
Clothing rack, casters, light bulbs, cable, cord, water-
color, lacquer, metal ring, metal chain, milar, aluminum 
reflector
180 x 90 x 110 cm 
Photo: Nick Ash

Haegue Yang
Mountains of Encounter, 2008
Aluminum Venetian blinds, aluminum hanging structure, powder coa-
ting, steel wire, moving spotlight, floodlight, platform ladder, cable
Courtesy of Galerie Wien Lukatsch, Berlin
Installation view of Wessen Geschichte (Whose History), Kunstverein, 
Hamburg, Germany, 2008
Photo: Fred Dott

REFLECTION

When looking back over the course of your career – from early works like Traces of Ano-
nymous Pupil Authors (2001) to Storage Piece (2004), to more recent work like the sculp-
tures in Warrior Believer Lover (2011) or the Sonic Rotating Ovals and Sonic Dances that 
will be presented at Mediacity Seoul 2014 – is there a common thread that you feel defines 
who you are as an artist?

Well, I guess I am not an artist whose practice could be bound to specific topics or subject mat-
ters easily. In fact, I am almost ignorant to that. My aspirations relate to fostering an understan-
ding of how human interests extend beyond the given boundaries and categorisations. In other 
words, an artistic practice should be something actual; something to experience, not necessarily 
to understand; and it should rather resist the conventional idea of possessing a common thread 
or summary in the sense of an understandable message.
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There is an evolution of an artist’s practice and even if I feel I am aware of this, I might be not 
the best person to analyse it or draw conclusions from it. The only thing I could tell for a mo-
ment is what unknown mental adventure my work attempts to cause and what goes beyond that. 
I would rather hear from the audience, writer and various recipients a desire to interact further 
with my work, or an idea fostered by the work.

Haegue Yang
Series of Vulnerable Arrangements – Blind 
Room, 2006
Aluminum Venetian blinds, aluminum han-
ging structure, powder coating, steel wire, 
DV-PAL Trilogy, MDF, spotlight, mirror, hu-
midifier, infrared heater, fan, origami objects, 
photocopies, found objects, seating, scent 
emitters (‘Wood Fire,’ ‘Fresh Linen’)
Collection of Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, 
T. B. Walker Acquisition Fund, 2007
Installation View of Como Viver Junto – How 
to Live Together, 27. Bienal de São Paulo, 
São Paulo, Brazil, 2006
Photo: Juan Guerra, Fundação Bienal de São 
Paulo

Haegue Yang
Medicine Man - A Good Hunk of Safety, 2010
Clothing rack, casters, light bulbs, cable, cord, wig, paper 
mâché, watercolor, lacquer, metal ring, metal chain, pine 
cones, sea shells, hair rollers
200 x 90 x 110 cm 
Photo: Nick Ash
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Is there anything in particular you feel you would like to explore that you have not yet tap-
ped into?

Well, I wish to explore more about Korea, especially the significance of the country’s division. I 
also generally would like to further explore Asia as a region, which ranges from Istanbul via the 
Middle East and Central Asia and up to the so-called Far East (over India or via Central Asia). I 
guess it will be a long-term engagement that will occupy me for a while as an almost-subcons-
cious task underlying all the projects I am currently conceiving. It is exciting and terrifying, since 
whatever I attempt to delve into, requires a visual response through materials, method and the 
creation of a new way of perception. It is a long way…, but I guess I am willing to face a new 
chapter of challenges. Since my development from 2006 up to now has been rich and rewarding, 
I look forward to a new complex and difficult chapter to struggle through.

Haegue Yang
Quasi MB – in the Middle of Its Story, 
2006/2007
18 Plates, original writings on paper or 
photography
each 37 x 52 cm, framed

Courtesy of Wien Lukatsch, Berlin
Photo © Roman März

Haegue Yang
Quasi MB – in the Middle of Its Story, 
2006/2007
18 Plates, original writings on paper or 
photography
each 37 x 52 cm, framed

Courtesy of Wien Lukatsch, Berlin
Photo © Roman März
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Haegue Yang
Three Kinds, 2008
Aluminum Venetian blinds, aluminum hanging structure, powder coating, steel wire, moving spotli-
ght, floodlight
Courtesy of Galerie Wien Lukatsch, Berlin
Installation view of Life on Mars, the 55th Carnegie International, Carnegie Museum of Art, Pitts-
burgh, USA, 2008
Photo: Tom Little
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Haegue Yang, compliment d’objets 
par Eric Loret

Arts. Dans son exposition «Equivoques» présentée dans deux lieux à Strasbourg, la plasticienne sud-co-
réenne poursuit son travail conceptuel de mise en scène et de poétisation des articles du quotidien.

«Blind Curtain- Flesh Behind Tricolore», 2013. - Photo M. Bertola. Musées de la Ville de Strasbourg. Courtesy 
Gal. Ch.Crousel, Paris

On avait vu le travail de Haegue Yang, séoulienne de Berlin, entre autres à l’expo «documenta (13)» 
l’an passé, une flopée de stores vénitiens s’ouvrant et se fermant lentement au-dessus des rails de la 
gare désaffectée de Cassel : Approaching : Choreography Engineered in Never-Past Tense  (2012). A la 
galerie Chantal Crousel à Paris, aussi, ses Dress Vehicles, encore des stores vénitiens, richement décorés, 
arrangés en costumes délirants dans lesquels le visiteur est convié à se glisser pour, peut-être, interpré-
ter une danse dada.
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Strasbourg propose la première grande expo française de Haegue Yang, 42 ans, où le conceptuel plus dur 
cohabite avec les expériences sensorielles des stores. Avec les Certificates  (2010-2011), par exemple, 
œuvres qui consistent en contrats conclus entre l’artiste et leurs acquéreurs, aux termes desquels Yang 
livre à celui qui l’achète un secret (un code bancaire, un mot de passe en ligne, etc.). Si l’interface du 
Certificate est un bout de papier, son contenu est une épreuve mentale, fondée sur l’engagement et la 
confiance.

Hameau. Résistance, opposition et contre-pied passifs par réarrangement de l’espace (Grid Bloc, série 
de papiers millimétrés non standards ) et des gestes, en tissant un «milieu» où tous les rapports sont 
potentiellement inversables, l’univers de Haegue Yang n’est pas très aisé à résumer ni même à appréhen-
der - on ne va pas faire les malins.

Une de ses œuvres «anciennes» ( Picture Study,  2003 ) consiste en deux murs de photos faites par les en-
fants d’un hameau nippon. D’un côté, les images dans l’ordre de leur prise de vue, chaque ligne corres-
pondant à un écolier. En face, les mêmes clichés réorganisés par l’artiste en fonction des thèmes, matiè-
res ou couleurs car, de fait, eu égard à la petite taille du village, les photographes en herbe ont souvent 
immortalisé les mêmes objets, animaux et lieux : où l’on se rappelle que l’art précède le réel, dont nous 
ne voyons que ce que nous en avons appris à voir.

Encore plus tôt, Yang s’était intéressée aux traces, autre grand passage obligé de la création concep-
tuelle : Traces of  Anonymous Pupil Authors (2001, jamais exposé jusqu’ici), des soulignages de manuels 
scolaires (lignes, encadrés, etc.) dont le texte a été effacé. Il ne reste plus qu’une sorte de dessin étrange 
de la page, témoignant du plan de lecture des élèves qui l’ont eue entre leurs mains, comme pour Car-
sick Drawings  (2006), créé en bus sur des routes cahoteuses du Japon, où Yang entourait des blocs de 
texte dans un journal, le trait obtenu rendant compte à la fois de la suspension (mauvaise) du bus et du 
trajet oculaire de l’artiste dans la feuille de papier.

On comprend donc à peu près que c’est sur l’appropriation, la façon dont on saisit les objets et les idées, 
comment ceux-ci glissent des mains et des synapses, comment ils s’imposent à nous tout en se refusant 
: ainsi d’un miroir ovale retourné vers le mur (Back,  2006 ) ou des frustrants Whatever Beings de 2011, 
«sculptures murales avec déviation tangentielle vers le haut et sur le côté», à savoir des rectangles mou-
lés dans le mur, mais inclinés à 10 degrés d’un côté, et dans les tailles exactes des papiers de format A0, 
A1, A2, A3, A4 et A5, qui sont des normes internationales. Le résultat est la matérialisation d’un étalon 
sous une forme inhabituelle et littéralement «déviante», puisque nous ne connaissons généralement la 
série des «A» qu’en fournitures de bureau. On a envie de décrocher ces Whatever Beings (pour quoi faire, 
on l’ignore), de les prendre en main, et l’on ne peut pas.

Contrariété. Dans un entretien de 2006 pour le BAK d’Utrecht (traduit à partir du catalogue d’«Equivo-
ques»), Haegue Yang explicite le principe de contrariété sensorielle qui régit son œuvre : «J’aimerais […] 
créer dans le public une impression d’immédiateté et d’accessibilité. Ce faisant, j’entends aussi mettre 
en place un cadre étrange mais "(en) commun", où puisse prendre corps l’idée quelque peu fragile et 
vulnérable de "communauté d’absence".» On croirait entendre Maurice Blanchot revisitant Marguerite 
Duras. Normal, Haegue Yang compte l’écrivaine parmi ses sources et elle a déjà mis en scène plusieurs 
fois la Maladie de la mort, dont la dernière fois à Kassel avec Jeanne Balibar.

Origamis. La Maladie…, on le sait, est le socle de «La communauté négative», article de Maurice Blan-
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chot. Ce dernier s’intéressait peu à la danse, autant qu’on se rappelle. Il existe en revanche chez Haegue 
Yang un geste inversé de la «communauté d’absence», qui est le «déploiement du corps» par la chorégra-
phie : à la fois accueil et annulation.

Qu’il s’agisse de tancarvilles (2006-2011), photographiés en train de faire leur gymnastique quoti-
dienne ou d’origamis dépliés et écrasés en 2D, les objets mis en scène par Yang sont vivants et, dit-elle, 
«généreux», à l’instar du portant ou de l’étagère : «Pour moi, cette capacité du portant de recevoir des 
objets très hétérogènes est presque touchante. Comme s’il était suffisamment tolérant ou généreux pour 
accepter la différence et la variété. […] J’aime "lire" des choses dans des objets simples et apparemment 
insignifiants et m’intéresser à leur capacité cachée d’accueillir autre chose» (catalogue page 37).

Les tendances de Haegue Yang à l’ouverture, au déploiement, à la danse, se manifestent dans des œuvres 
à la limite du cinétique (Rotating Notes, 2010) et de l’op art (65,21 m2 et 35 m2 , 2013 ) mais surtout 
dans les Trustworthies de 2012-2013, grands collages géométriques réalisés à partir de motifs d’envelop-
pes, déchirés d’un côté, découpés de l’autre et assemblés par couleurs ou formes. La déchirure, explique 
Haegue Yang, est d’origine, puisque toutes ces enveloppes ont été ouvertes. Le découpage est de son 
fait. Les arrangements de l’artiste ressemblent ainsi à des origamis, dépliables et repliables à l’infini, 
«l’état animal ou animé par excellence : l’inquiétude», comme disait Gilles Deleuze, qui s’y connaissait 
en plis.
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Haegue Yang au MAMCS et à l’Aubette : invitation à se laisser
surprendre…

Haegue Yang, « Sonicwear – Poncho », Nickel Plated, 2013, sculpture portable, clochettes en nickel et an-
neaux, 60 x 82 cm, 8,90 kg, Courtesy de la Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris, France, photo : Studio Haegue 
Yang

Haegue Yang, jeune artiste coréenne, a été invitée par les Musées de la Ville de Strasbourg et s’y expose 
cet été au musée d’art moderne et l’Aubette 1928 avec Équivoques. Haegue Yang mêle ambiguïtés et 
dualités en une œuvre protéiforme : deux lieux, deux ambiances avec une multiplicité des matériaux et 
de mises en scène. 

Au musée d’Art moderne et contemporain de Strasbourg, c’est un éclairage au néon froid qui nous 
accueille. La première installation sert à la fois à ouvrir et fermer l’espace, il s’agit de Blind Curtain – 
Flesh behind Tricolore. Sorte de moucharabieh moderne, le store vénitien est l’un des matériaux qui 
revient régulièrement dans l’œuvre d’Haegue Yang. Ici, il s’agit d’un ensemble de stores répartis en car-
rés qui dessinent et masquent l’espace dans lequel nous allons pénétrer. Au Mamcs, nous sommes face à 
un éclatement des propositions plastiques de l’artiste, on y trouve des installations, des photographies, 
des photo-montages, des cadavres-exquis, des sons et des sculptures qui dénotent de la richesse de son 
imagination.
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Haegue Yang, « Blind Curtain – Flesh behind Tricolore », 2013, stores vénitiens en aluminium, cadre en alumi-
nium, 460 x 700 x 150 cm, Courtesy de la Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris, France. Vue de l’exposition, MAMCS, 
Strasbourg, 2013, photo : Musées de la Ville de Strasbourg, Mathieu Bertola
Rideaux et origami au Mamcs

Elle détourne, dans certaines de ses mises en scène, le principe du ready-made des dadaïstes. Ainsi, les 
œuvres Non-indépliable, azuré ou Gimnastics of  the Foldables mettent en scène un séchoir à linge. Dans 
la première, il est recouvert d’un tissu bleu ciel et est figé dans une forme alors que, pour la seconde, il 
s’agit de photographies qui le présentent comme s’il faisait sa gymnastique et les différentes positions 
qu’il peut prendre. Haegue Yang joue avec les objets, les détourne de leur usage premier : le séchoir à 
linge perd son but et devient possibilité d’un combat contre la norme établie pour l’artiste.

Des origamis comme point de départ

Pour d’autres œuvres, Haegue Yang utilise comme point de départ des origamis qui ressemblent aux 
cocottes en papier de notre enfance : soit elle les photographie dans la série des Imperfections (il s’agit 
d’origamis ratés), soit elle projette dessus de la peinture en spray dans ses Non-Foldings – Geometric 
Tipping, ceux-là on dirait des rayogrammes, ceux qui lui ont servi pour cette dernière série, elle les 
aplatit ensuite et nous les donne à voir encadrés dans la série Non-Foldings – Scenarios of  Non-Geome-
tric Folding.
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Avec son travail à partir d’origamis, l’artiste s’inscrit dans un travail minutieux et traditionnel lié à son 
pays d’origine (pour info, elle est coréenne mais vit et travaille à Berlin) mais elle se réapproprie cette 
pratique en les montrant ratés, détruits, en négatifs ou en deux dimensions, ils sont bien loin de l’esthé-
tique léchée et maîtrisée qui va de pair avec cette pratique.

Haegue Yang, « Dress Vehicle – Yin Yang », 2012, sculpture performative mobile, stores vénitiens en aluminium, 
cadre en aluminium, aimants, tricot, clochettes, cordes en caoutchouc et roulettes, 318 cm de haut, 310 cm de 
diamètre, Courtesy de la Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris, France. Vue de l’exposition, Aubette 1928, Strasbourg, 
2013, photo : Musées de la Ville de Strasbourg, Mathieu Bertola

Des clochettes à L’Aubette 1928

Changement de décor, autre ambiance, autres œuvres : L’Aubette 1928, espace dédié aux plaisirs et à la 
fête à la fin des années 1920 qui réunissait, au centre de Strasbourg, un ciné-dancing, une salle des fêtes 
ainsi qu’un foyer-bar, chaque salle étant décorée par Théo Van Doesburg, Jean Arp et Sophie Taeuber-
Arp.

Chaque pièce réalisée par Haegue Yang a été choisie par l’artiste pour créer un écho avec les différents 
espaces. Dans la salle des fêtes, par exemple, se trouvent deux Dress Vehicles : Zig-Zag et Yin Yang. 
Il s’agit de grandes sculptures montées sur roues, ces deux œuvres sont constituées d’éléments mé-
talliques, de stores vénitiens (que l’on retrouve ici comme au Mamcs), de macramé et de clochettes. 
« M’accorderiez-vous cette danse ? », nous disent-elles. Il nous est possible d’y entrer (dans la danse 
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mais surtout dans les œuvres) et, grâce à des poignées, on peut les bouger et tournoyer dans cette salle 
des fêtes. Haegue Yang rend hommage au mouvement dada et aux murs qui l’accueillent tout en se les 
réappropriant : les éléments parallélépipédiques et les couleurs qu’elle y associe répondent aux aplats de 
couleur carrés de l’espace.

Dans le foyer-bar se trouve une œuvre étonnante : Incarnation of  Wind and Condensation. Il s’agit d’un 
bar sous lequel se trouve un congélateur et sur le plateau duquel on peut voir un ventilateur. De part et 
d’autre, se trouvent deux bouteilles d’eau congelée. Le plateau reprend les couleurs choisies par Sophie 
Taeuber-Arp pour la décoration de cette salle et l’inscrit ainsi comme pouvant vraiment en faire par-
tie. Les bouteilles sont changées régulièrement par le personnel de l’Aubette afin que le processus de 
condensation puisse se produire en continu.

Puis, pour finir, les Sonicwears, ensemble de costumes dorés et argentés constitués de clochettes, sont 
disposés sur des tables au centre de la salle du ciné-dancing. Ils sont à enfiler : le poncho argenté fait 
neuf  kilos. Une fois porté, il est possible d’y ajouter des sortes de menottes ou des bracelets et d’alors 
faire tinter les clochettes qui nous recouvrent. Haegue Yang invite le visiteur à faire de la musique qui, 
grâce à lui, va à nouveau résonner dans cet espace du ciné-dancing : dansez !

L’exposition des musées de la ville de Strasbourg nous invite à entrer dans une œuvre riche et dense. 
Elle est très référencée, ce qui pourrait être reproché à Haegue Yang, parce que, en effet, pourquoi ne 
pas se délivrer des influences de ses prédécesseurs ? Mais elle joue avec ces ascendants du passé, se les 
réapproprie et en donne une nouvelle lecture décalée et pleine d’humour.
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HAEGUE YANG, Dress Vehicle – Zig Zag, 2012, mo-
bile performative sculpture, aluminium Venetian blinds, 
powder- coated aluminium frame, magnets, knitting yarn, 
bells, rubber ropes, castors, 278 cm high, 343 cm diameter. 
Courtesy Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris. Installation view, 
Aubette 1928, Strasbourg, 2013. Photo: Musées de la Ville 
de Strasbourg, Mathieu Bertola.

Between the modern art capitals of Paris and Berlin, 
the modest city of Strasbourg made a just brief cameo 
in the interwar chapter of European Modernism. This 
oft-forgotten moment is central to the plot of Haegue 
Yang’s first large-scale solo show at a French institu-
tion, “Family of Equivocations,” a project two years 
in the making with Strasbourg Museum’s curator 
Camille Giertler.

Historical personages—often intrepid, and sometimes 
tragic, women—are central figures in Yang’s practice, 
their lives and works serving as inspiration for the ar-
tist’s diverse sculptures, installations and conceptual 
projects. In Strasbourg, the central protagonist was 
Sophie Taeuber-Arp, the Swiss-born artist, textile 
maker and dancer, who, until her death in 1944 of 
carbon monoxide poisoning, was a major figure in 
Zürich’s Dada movement and an early Constructi-
vist. Her work, however, was often overshadowed 
by that of her husband, fellow Dada-ist Jean Arp. In 
1926, the couple had relocated to Strasbourg from 
Switzerland and there were commissioned to design 
a new social space at the heart of the city, the Café de 
l’Aubette. They invited Theo van Doesburg, foun-
der of the De Stijl movement, to join them in what 
was intended to be the “Sistine Chapel of Abstract 
Art.” Together they produced a jubilant and elegant 
modern banquet hall, foyer-bar area and Ciné-Dan-
cing hall, including a film screen, with large, colored 
square panels on the walls and ceiling. Before World 
War II, L’Aubette was a temple to both abstraction 
and the popular arts of film and dancing, where locals 
spent the evenings in the company of friends.

The commingling of the modern and popular arts—
including painting, sculpture, architecture, design, 
film, dance, music and theater—is perhaps lost from 
the vantage point of today, when the exhausted 20th-
century avant-garde disciplines look codified and dis-
crete. Yet Yang’s recent sculptures, as hybrid objects, 
return to the early 20th-century when artworks were 
much more free to be their own curious things. In 

HAEGUE YANG, Sonicwear – Poncho, Nickel Plated, 2013, 
nickel-plated bells, rings, 60 × 82 cm, 8.90 kg. Courtesy 
Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris. Photo: Studio Haegue Yang.
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Yang’s case, her Dress Vehicle – Zig Zag and Dress 
Vehicle – Yin Yang (2012), located in the Salle des 
Fêtes, in the Aubette 1928, which served as the first 
exhibition venue for Yang’s solo show, are three-me-
ter-tall sculptures on wheels. The panels of colorful 
macramé, yarn and bells and Venetian blinds can be 
wheeled (and danced) around the space, and have 
bells and blinds that make noise and rattle. From the 
inside, a walker drives the sculptures, while from the 
outside, their many pointed sides can be swung open 
or closed and the blinds lifted and lowered. Wonder-
fully awkward to steer, they are at once machines, 
structures, costumes, prototypes and models.

Making noise and dancing about was further en-
couraged in the Ciné-Dancing hall, where Yang’s 
new series of garments made from miniature bells, 
“Sonicwears” (2013), were placed on tables in the 
middle of this film-viewing and dance salon. Made 
of nickel-plated bells, some of the “Sonicwears” 
are like ponchos or vests, others like shawls, brace-
lets, ankle socks, or elaborate (and vaguely kinky) 
handcuffs. All are terrifically heavy to wear, like 
chain-mail armor, and offer a wide percussive range 
of sounds—depending on the wearer’s motion while 
strolling, skipping or twirling around the space. They 
are homages to Taueber-Arp’s Dada costumes and an 
invitation to the audience to make something like a 
performance.

Between these two festive spaces is the Foyer-bar, 
where dancers and revelers could cool off and quiet 
down with the introspective sculpture Incarnation 
of Wind and Condensation (2013), which features a 
black metal fan atop a custom-designed bar where 
two bottles of frozen water taken from a small 
freezer underneath are placed at regular intervals 
throughout the day. Situated between the two grand 
rooms of L’Aubette, the two perspiring bottles pe-
rhaps represent the chance meeting of two revelers, 
or for the meeting of past and present. The new work 
harks back to Yang’s sculptures from the 2009 Korea 

HAEGUE YANG, Non-Foldings – Scenarios of Non-Geo-
metric Folding, 2013, flattened origami objects, spray paint, 
framed, 6 pieces, each 62.4 × 62.4 cm. Courtesy of Kukje 
Gallery, Seoul. Photo: Musées de la Ville de Strasbourg, 
Mathieu Bertola.

HAEGUE YANG, Carsick Drawings, 2006, ink, tracing pa-
per, framed 10 pieces, each 65 × 47.6 cm. Courtesy the artist. 
Photo: Musées de la Ville de Strasbourg, Mathieu Bertola.
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Pavilion at the Venice Biennale, “Condensation,” and an earlier cycle of her works that featured fans 
and heat-lamps. In these works, the motif of “condensation” (the transformation of vapor into liquid) 
was an analogy for how intellectual ideas become tangible realities, or for the survival of progressive 
ideals long after their originators had physically departed from the world.

The exhibition’s second venue, Strasbourg’s Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, houses a 
model of L’Aubette 1928 and many artworks by both Arp and Taeuber-Arp, including her Coupe 
Dada (1916), a rounded painted-wood object resembling a hat stand and assuming a kind of an-
thropomorphic presence. Yang’s “Family of Equivocations,” located in a two-storey gallery nearby, 
is demarcated by a hanging installation of colored Venetian blinds, Blind Curtain — Flesh Behind 
Tricolore (2013), comprised of seven vertically suspended rows of 60-centimeter-square shades. The 
semi-transparent forms allow the colors—ranging from white, gray and “flesh-tone” to solid reds 
and forest green—to mingle and vary depending on the vantage point. This work, like their siblings 
that Yang has created in recent years, may be a “domesticated” object—being made of this simple 
household material—yet, as an abstraction, it is a sharp rebuke to the principles of High Modernism 
that command a single, frontal vantage point, a flat surface and solidity of form. In other words, the 
blind series are made of a material that light passes through, rather than a flat structure that dominates 
a space or reflects the light off its surface. These hanging structures—in their colors, variations and 
lightness—are everything that a minimalist steel sculpture or Barnett Newman canvas is not. This is 
abstraction as we have not known it before.

Inside the galleries were many new works by Yang, several ongoing series shown in a new, fuller 
form, and several works that had never or rarely been shown before. Greeting one in the middle of the 

HAEGUE YANG, Central Composition in Explosion – Trustworthy #184, 2012–
2013, various envelope security patterns, framed, 11 pieces either 98.1 × 98.1 or 68.1 
× 68.1 cm. Courtesy Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris. Installation view, MAMCS, 
Strasbourg, 2013. Photo: Musées de la Ville de Strasbourg, Mathieu Bertola.
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gallery, like a familiar, old friend, is Non-Indépliable, Azuré (2010), a drying rack covered in a blue 
fabric with its “arms” outstretched—an inadvertent figure. On the walls is Eclectic Totemic (2013), a 
wallpaper created in collaboration with London graphic designers OK-RM (Oliver Knight and Rory 
McGrath), that, in the manner of the Surrealist game “cadavre exquis,” combines figures taken from 
1920s literature and dance. 
On top of this, on the wall in frames are “Non-Foldings – Scenarios of Non-Geometric Folding” 
(2013), which are flattened origami objects used for the “Non-Folding — Geometric Tipping” se-
ries (works made by placing origami objects on paper and spray-painting the paper in black, lea-
ving behind only their outline forms). The “Non-Folding — Geometric Tipping” works, themselves 
austere black-on-white constellations of forms from the origami figures, return to the idea of a single 
geometric form (the origami object) dancing across the page to produce these improvised images. 
Hardware Store Collages (2012–13) translates animatronic-motion across a flat surface with its ca-
talog clippings of light bulbs, door handles and other fixtures pasted across a black surface. Motion 
and abstraction arises again in the never-before-seen Carsick Drawings (2006). Yang made the jag-
ged tracings around the perimeter of articles in Japanese newspapers while riding the bus in the rural 
Akiyoshidai region in Japan. A whole room upstairs is devoted to the Trustworthies, which are Yang’s 
collages made from the security linings of envelopes and graph paper. Diagonal Composition in Flow 
— Trusthworthy #183 (2013) takes up three walls of the gallery, the colorful forms spanning multi-
ple framed panels, and on the fourth wall Central Composition in Explosion — Trusthworthy #184 
(2013) uses more complicated, octagonal forms.

While the “dancing object” and “abstraction in motion” are key motifs in Yang’s oeuvre, these are 
abstractions that do not privilege one vantage point or one material—they are aspects of a larger 
conception of the “minority” that runs throughout Yang’s works in Strasbourg. For one thing, Taeu-
berg-Arp herself had long been the neglected partner in her marriage with Jean Arp, and thus within 
the Dada movement at large. Textiles feature less prominently in the history of abstraction than 
paintings. Materials such as the macramé, Venetian blinds, origami, the inside linings of envelopes, 
hardware-store catalogs, the reverse side of a mirror (a piece called Back, 2006), the slightly malfor-
med or “defective” origami objects in the photograph series “Imperfections” (2010) and the hand-
knitted sleeves of Roll Cosies – Cash Register Rolls, 50 Meter (2012) are Yang’s veneration of the 
humble, marginalized and overlooked. You don’t have to name the structures and ideologies that she 
is pushing back against—or even know that there are any—to appreciate the ways in which Yang is 
proposing a revised understanding of abstraction, modernism and 20th-century history.

HG Masters is editor-at-large of ArtAsiaPacific and is based in Istanbul.
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Haegue Yang’s “Ovals and Circles”
By Mara Hoberman

Hot on the heels of  her first solo exhibition with Chantal Crousel (“Ajar” at the gallerist’s satelli-
te showroom, La Douane, October 18–December 7, 2012), Haegue Yang’s current show at Crousel’s 
flagship gallery moves beyond the venetian blind installations and drying rack sculptures for which 
the South Korean-born, Berlin-based artist is best known. These signature works, however, do make 
a two-dimensional cameo in photographic wallpaper—a collaboration with designer Manuel Rae-
der—that covers three walls at one end of  the gallery. Field of  Teleportation (2011) is a disorien-
ting digital collage combining installation shots from Yang’s past exhibitions with not-to-scale images 
of  individual works. Domesticized with a pair of  easy chairs, a standing ashtray, and a dining table 
set, this room is a habitable microcosm of  Yang’s oeuvre. The only actual sculpture in the room is 
a small venetian blind in a powdercoated steel frame installed low on the wall, just beneath its own 
photographic image. Manteuffelstrasse 112 – Single and Solid (bathroom radiator) (2010)—a win-
dow/radiator hybrid—reacquaints the viewer with Yang’s alternate reality wherein useful household 
items are reborn as nonfunctional curios. But apart from a sculpture/bench made from nine color-
ful vintage side tables (Facilitating Pentagon Seating [2013]), Yang’s latest works appear freed from 
the domestic sphere. Her most recent objects have more in common with geometric abstraction and 
the materials are less craftsy than the yarn, paper maché, and origami she has previously favored.

The Sonic Rotating Ovals (2013) are three wall-mounted ovoid forms covered completely with small 
bells—of  the festive variety used to decorate door wreaths or Christmas stockings. Mounted at eye-
level on facing walls, the ovals are designed to rotate on a central axis. With one push they can be 
sent spinning like a game show money wheel. Once in motion the ovals become circular blurs (hence 
exhibition’s title.) Known for creating experiences that incorporate non-visual elements like scent and 
heat, the artist here appeals to our senses of  touch and hearing. With no handle, button, or otherwise 
designated spot at which to activate the work, these objects’ bumpy and cool metallic surfaces are 
meant to be manhandled. The consequent clamor of  ringing bells ebbs from frantic reverberations 
to cheery jingles before ceasing completely once the sculpture reclaims its equilibrium on the wall.

Also made with jingle bells, two freestanding sculptures populate the center of  the gallery with an 
eerie humanoid presence. Bloated and amorphous, the bell-dazzled bodies of  Sonic Nickel Dance 
and Sonic Brass Dance (both 2013) are stabilized by vertical steel poles and stand just under seven 
feet and six feet, respectively. Industrial metal handles protrude from three sides of  the sculptu-
res’ midsections like bent arms. The figures’ feet are a star of  metal wheels that look like they ori-
ginally belonged to a swivel chair or an IV stand. Consistent with Yang’s penchant for imbuing os-
tensibly inelegant forms with surprising grace—exemplified by her photographic series of  a drying 
rack in various acrobatic positions (Gymnastics of  the Foldables [2006]) and her venetian blind 
walkers (“Dress Vehicles” [2011–2012])—these beings make charmingly awkward dance partners.

At the opposite end of  the gallery from the wallpapered room, two subtly rendered geometric works act 
as a foil to Field of  Transportation’s overwhelming jumble of  representational imagery. Redefining and 
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creating space in an entirely different way, 56.27 m3 and 27.12 m2 (both 2000/2013), are two separate works 
that have been installed together to cordon off  a large triangular space at one corner of  the gallery. 27.12 m2 
covers two abutting walls with thin horizontal stripes of  red chalk, evenly spaced from floor to ceiling at 10 
cm apart. Stretching between these two walls, 56.27 m3 forms a hypotenuse with lengths of  red thread (also 
spaced 10 cm apart). The effect is like a three-dimensional Sol Le Witt wall drawing wherein the space captured 
inside the triangle is simultaneously orderly and disorienting.  Reiterating themes of  permeability and filtra-
tion associated with Yang’s venetian blind works, this installation is a more delicate evocation of  displacement.

The “Rotating Notes” series (2013) in the gallery’s back room reprises the rotating oval form. In this 
case, the wall-mounts’ surfaces are smooth magnetic boards adorned with small squares of  typed text. 
These are in fact excerpts from Yang’s research towards her recent installation at Munich’s Haus der 
Kunst, Accommodating the Epic Dispersion – On Non-cathartic Volume of  Dispersion (2012). Expo-
sing her source material, Yang invites the viewer to consider accounts describing various postcolonial 
diasporas. The subject matter is heavy, but the presentation is characteristically energetic. Set a-whirl, 
the thought boards’ contents flutter and slide, evoking a dizzying visualization of  forced migration.

While moving away from what she has referred to as a process of  “domestification,” (1) Yang continues 
to explore themes of  disorientation and displacement. Subtler than her previous exhibitions featuring 
functional-turned-fanciful household objects in labyrinthine settings, “Ovals and Circles” offers a more 
conceptual experience of  disarticulation. Though her cache of  materials—bells, thread, magnets, chalk, 
and various industrial accessories—remains rooted in the everyday, Yang’s latest abstract and geometric 
forms are unsettling not because they subvert a prescribed functionality, but because they create a new one.

(1) Artist interview with Heidi Zuckerman Jacobson in Flash Art, vol. 282 (January–February 2012).

View of  Haegue Yang’s “Ovals and Circles,” Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris, 2013.
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Heidi Zuckerman Jacobsen. “Domestification,” Flash Art n° 282, January - February 2012, 
p.96-98.
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Wes Hill.“Rivane Neuenschwander & Haegue Yang,” frieze-magazin.de, June, 2012.

This eponymous exhibition by artists Rivane Neuenschwander and Haegue Yang showcased their shared elementary approaches to 
art-making. Upon entering the gallery, viewers encountered Neuenschwander’s Chove chuva (Rain rains, 2001): silver buckets han-
ging at various heights from the ceiling slowly drip water into buckets on the gallery floor. The suspended silver vessels evoke the 
poetic ambience of  Andy Warhol’s Silver Clouds (1966) while the pavilion’s surrounding gardens – visible through the windows in 
the exhibition space – enhanced this work’s allusions to topical issues concerning the sustainability of  natural resources. After a few 
hours, the buckets on the floor filled up with water and had to be emptied by a gallery attendant so the cyclical performance of  the 
work could continue. 

In Yang’s Series of  Vulnerable Arrangements – Seven Basel Lights (2007), seven intravenous drip-stands are anthropomorphised: 
dressed individually with multi-coloured light bulbs, cords and an assortment of  beads, charm bracelets, nets and tinsel. A scent 
machine in the corner of  the room made reference to the calming techniques used by department stores while lulling the viewer into 
the work’s spectacle of  slowly blinking coloured lights. In the centre space of  the pavilion, Neuenschwander’s Anonymous Dialogues 
(2010) was juxtaposed with Yang’s collaboration with the German artist Peter Lütje, Engagierte Schönheit (Engaged Beauty, 2005). 
Neuenschwander’s work is comprised of  framed typewritten drawings of  generic images such as trees, cars and insects, as well as ba-
nal text works such as IN JESUS WE TRUST and FUTURE?, which were created by visitors to her previous exhibitions, using only 
the numbers and punctuation symbols on a typewriter set up in the exhibition spaces. Yang’s and Lütje’s work similarly reflected on 
artistic authorship: small stacks of  seemingly unrelated second-hand German books which were bound together, in homage to Neuens-
chwander’s enigmatic treatment of  found objects.
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Wes Hill.“Rivane Neuenschwander & Haegue Yang,” frieze-magazin.de, June, 2012.

Building upon the dialogue that the two artists started at the exhibition Escaping Things and Words at the Kunstverein Lingen in 2011, 
this show revealed their performative approach to how things go, to paraphrase Peter Fischli and David Weiss’s video Der Lauf  der 
Dinge (The Way Things Go, 1987). In the upper level of  the pavilion, Neuenschwander’s The Fall (2009) offered a compelling example 
of  how art works comprised of  simple processes can yield sophisticated results. This looped 15-minute video depicts an egg in a spoon 
being carried through an out-of-focus forest. The sound of  footsteps slowly moving through the forest blends with the sound of  the 
egg tapping against the metal spoon – both sounds filling the space with an hypnotic rhythm and placing the viewer in the tentative 
position of  the unseen protagonist carrying the egg. The work neatly condenses the underlying themes of  the exhibition by foregroun-
ding not only a fascination for the material presence of  art objects but also an interest in the potential performativity of  the viewer’s 
engagement. Balancing formal meditations with theatricality, the exhibition evinced Neuenschwander’s and Yang’s shared concern for 
a stylistic harmony, transcending their ostensible cultural differences.
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Bart Van Der Heide. “The Whiteness of  meaning,” Kaleidoscope, spring 2011, p. 114-119.
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